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Abstract approve

Shih-Lien Lu 

A relatively recent development in the late 1980s in processors has been the 

superscalar processor. Superscalar processors use multiple pipelines in an attempt to 

achieve higher performance than previous generations of processors. Having multiple 

pipelines makes it possible to execute more than one instruction per cycle. However, 

since instructions are not independent of one another, but are interdependent, there is no 

guarantee that any given sequence of instruction will take advantage of the wider 

pipeline. One major factor that governs the ability of a processor to discover parallel 

instructions is the processor's mechanism for decoding and executing instruction. For 

superscalar processors with the central window design, the number of parallel 

instructions discovered is dependent on the size of the window. With a large window, 

the probability that the processor can find more parallel instructions is higher because 

there are more instruction to choose from. However, the larger the window the longer 

the critical path and thus lower clock speed. 

The major theme of this thesis is to find ways to have a large instruction window 

but still have clock speed comparable to a small instruction window processor. One way 

to achieve this is to apply the idea of memory interleaving to the processor's instruction 

window or reservation station design. With interleaving, there are multiple small 

instruction windows instead of one large window. In the first cycle the first window is 
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used, and the second window is used in the second clock cycle. After all windows are 

used, the processor returns to the first window. Therefore with the interleaved design 

only a small portion of the whole instruction window is active at one time. In this way, 

there can be a large virtual window. Furthermore since the size of individual window is 

kept small, the clock speed is not affected. The rest of this thesis will explain how this 

interleaved instruction window scheme works and also list some simulation results to 

show its performance. 
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Interleaved Instruction Window 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent processors such as the Pentium Pro and the PA-8000 are superscalar 

processors with multiple pipelined functional units in an attempt to achieve higher 

performance than previous generations of processors. In addition, many processors also 

incorporate schemes such as out-of-order execution and speculation to increase 

performance. Widening the processor's pipeline makes it possible to execute more than 

one instruction per cycle. However, since instructions are not independent of one 

another, but are interdependent, there is no guarantee that any given sequence of 

instructions will take advantage of the multiple pipelines. One major factor that governs 

the ability of a processor to discover parallel instruction is the mechanism used for 

decoding and executing instructions [2]. For superscalar processors, one of the major 

factors that determine the number of parallel instructions discovered is the size of the 

instruction window. The size of this window determines the processor's lookahead 

capabilities. With a large window, the processor can examine more instructions beyond 

the current point of execution. Thus, probability that the processor can find independent 

instruction to execute while the current instruction is blocked is higher, because there 

are more instructions to choose from. In addition, chances of the processor stalling due 

to its instruction window being full is also smaller with a larger window. However, the 

tradeoff for having a larger instruction window is time. 

For a central instruction window design, the instruction window has to perform 

the following tasks every clock cycle: 
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1.	 Identify instructions that are ready to be issued for execution by checking if their 

operands are ready. 

2.	 Select instructions for issue among ready instructions based on the functional 

unit requirements and current available functional units. 

3.	 Issue the instructions selected in step 2 above to the functional units. 

For the worse case scenario, the instruction window has to look at every entry to find 

ready instructions to issue. Therefore, as the size of the instruction window increases, 

the complexity of the window increases significantly because the processor has to look 

at more entries each cycle. Thus, with a larger window the clock speed is reduced. 

The major theme of this thesis is to find ways to have a large instruction window 

but still have clock speed comparable to a small instruction window processor. One way 

to achieve this is to apply the idea of memory interleaving to the processor's instruction 

window design. The main idea behind instruction window interleaving is to have 

multiple small instruction windows instead of one large window. Like memory 

interleaving, the processor cycles through available windows. In the first cycle the first 

window is used, and the second window is used in the second clock cycle. After all 

windows are used, the processor returns to the first window. In this way, there can be a 

large virtual window. Furthermore, since the size of the individual window is kept 

small, the clock speed can remain high. For example, assuming that a processor with a 

one large instruction window of size 64 can run at 100Mhz clock speed. The hope is 

that with all else equal, if two windows of size 32 is used, the processor can run at a 

much higher clock speed while at the same time the instruction per cycle (IPC) is kept 

almost constant. It is important to note that with all other aspects of the processor kept 

equal, the multiple window design cannot surpass the single window design in terms of 
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IPC. However, if the performance gain in terms of clock is higher than the performance 

loss in terms of IPC, the combined effect will be an improvement in the processor's 

performance. 

1.1. Motivation 
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Figure 1	 An overview of the performance of the PowerPC 620 pipeline showing 
the IPC at each pipe stage [1]. 

In mid to late 1980s, with the introduction of superscalar processors, the single-

instruction-per-cycle bottleneck was finally broken. Theoretically modern superscalar 

processors are capable of issuing and completing multiple instructions per cycle, 

however in reality most perform at a much lower level. For example the PowerPC 620 
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is potentially capable of issuing four instructions to it's functional units and retiring four 

instructions per clock cycle [1], however in practice it's IPC is only about 1.3 [1]. 

Figure 1 shows the IPC at different stages of the PowerPC pipeline. From the figure, we 

can see that there is a major drop from the fetch stage to the issue stage of the processor, 

and the final IPC drops from the initial 4 to about 1.3, much lower than the theoretical 

IPC of 4. 
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Figure 2	 Performance of current superscalar processors with respect to the 
instruction window size [5]. 

Although the PowerPC uses a distributed instruction window scheme, the 

reasons for the low IPC is similar to those of central instruction window processors. The 

PowerPC 620 has a total reservation size of 16 [5]. A reason for the large drop in 
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performance from the fetch to the issue stage shown in Figure 1 is due to stalls resulted 

from the reservation stations being full [1]. Also, for the PowerPC 620, the instruction 

is dispatched to the reservation station from an 8-entry dispatch unit [1]. Another reason 

for the low performance is because the dispatch unit is not large enough to find 4 

instructions to dispatch to the reservation stations every cycle. 

As a result of the low IPC, the functional units in many current processors are 

used inefficiently. Figure 2 shows the efficiency (SPECInt95/MHz*1000, which reflects 

IPC) of different modern superscalar processors and their instruction window size. Data 

from Figure 2 shows the general trend of increase in efficiency of the processor as the 

window size increase. This suggests that instruction window size is one of the many 

factors that affect the efficiency of a superscalar processor. However, as mentioned 

earlier, processors with large instruction window cannot run at a very high clock rate 

due to the complexity of the window. The HP PA-8000 and DEC 21164 illustrate the 

tradeoff between clock and efficiency perfectly. The PA-8000 gets twice the amount of 

work done per clock but does so in double the time when compared to the DEC 21164. 

Therefore, both chips deliver about the same performance [5]. These points are the main 

motivation to find a way to increase the instruction window size and thus efficiency of 

the processor without sacrificing the clock speed. 

1.2. Outline of the thesis 

As mentioned, this thesis addresses the design of an interleaved instruction 

window. In the next chapter, we will briefly describe the three different types of 

instruction window schemes used in current superscalar processors. In chapter 3, we 

will describe our interleaved instruction window, which is modeled after the Register 

Update Unit (RUU) [2,4,6]. The block diagram of the RUU is shown is Figure 6 and the 
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block diagram of the interleaved instruction window is shown in Figure 9. From the 

block diagrams we can see that the main differences between the interleaved instruction 

window and the RUU are the multiple windows in the interleaved window design and 

the extra logic needed before and after the windows. This extra logic is required to 

select which window to use at a particular instant, since only one out of the many 

windows is used at a time. An in-depth description of how the interleaved instruction 

window works will be shown in chapter 3. 

The purpose of this thesis is to show that the interleaved instruction window can 

allow a large instruction window but still have a clock speed comparable to a small 

instruction window processor. If the performance gain in terms of clock is higher than 

the performance loss in terms of IPC, the combined effect will be an improvement in 

the processor's performance. To study the performance of the interleaved instruction 

window in terms of IPC we performed a number of high level simulations using various 

parameters. The simulator used in this study was the Simple Scalar tool set [7,11], 

modified to handle the interleaved instruction window. Simple Scalar is made to be very 

flexible, and many parameters of the processor design being simulated can easily be 

changed. For example, the decode, issue and commit width, the number of functional 

units, the size of branch target buffer and the type of branch predictor can all be 

changed easily. To verify that the performance of the interleaved instruction window 

was close to the performance of a single large window of similar size we simulated the 

design with different parameters. A more in-depth description of Simple Scalar and the 

simulation results is shown in chapter 4. 
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1.3. Scope of the thesis 

To show the effectiveness of the interleaved design, we need to show that with 

the interleaved instruction window, performance gain in terms of clock speed is higher 

than the performance loss in terms of IPC. However, Simple Scalar is only capable of 

simulating the design at a high level, giving results in terms of IPC. To simulate the 

design with accurate timing information would mean to implement the whole processor 

with the interleaved instruction window at the transistor level. This is not feasible in an 

educational institution, and thus will not be done in this thesis. However, we can 

estimate the possible speedup. Section 4.3.3 will describe how we estimate the speedup 

and also explain why we think the estimate is valid. 

Instruction decode width 4 instructions 
Dispatch algorithm 
(The algorithm used in the Instruction Round robin 
scheduler shown in Figure 9 and Figure 16) 
Instruction issue width 4 instructions 

Instruction writeback width 4 instructions 

Instruction commit width 4 instructions 

Integer functional units 4 units 

Integer multiplier/divider 2 units 

Memory ports 2 units 

Floating point adder 4 units 

Floating point multiplier/divider 4 units 

Instruction cache size Infinite 

Data cache size Infinite 

Branch Prediction Static 2 bit branch predictor 

Branch target buffer size 2048 entries, direct mapped 

Mis-prediction penalty 2 cycles 

Table 1 Design parameters that are fixed in the interleaved instruction window 
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As mentioned in the previous sub-section, there are many factors that can affect 

the performance of the processor with the interleaved instruction window. The main 

purpose of having a large instruction window is to increase the processor's lookahead 

size, thus increasing the probability of the processor finding independent instructions. 

However, if the decode width of the processor is narrow, or if the number of functional 

units is low, even if the processor can lookahead further, it is will be limited by other 

factor. For example, with a large total instruction window size, assume that on average 

the processor can find four instructions per clock cycle. If the decode unit can only 

decode two instructions per cycle, it will not be able to send instructions to the 

instruction window fast enough. In this thesis it is not possible to simulate all the 

possible combination of the different parameters. This is because the number of 

simulations required increases by the order of an. Where a is the number of simulations 

ran while keeping all but one parameter constant, and n is the total number of 

parameters that are taken into consideration. As we can see, the number of simulations 

increases very rapidly as the number of parameters increases. Therefore, to keep the 

simulation time reasonable in this thesis, all parameters shown in Table 1 are kept 

constant. To make comparison of data more convenient, most of the values for the 

parameters in Table 1 are chosen based on the default settings of Simple Scalar. 

In addition to the above parameters, another factor that will affect the 

performance of the interleaved instruction window is the available IPC of the program 

used to benchmark the design. With the interleaved instruction window we can have a 

larger window and increase the processor's lookahead capability. However, if there is 

not much parallelism in the code to begin with, the large window will not be used 

efficiently. This is because most of the instruction will be in the window waiting for 

data dependencies to resolve. One way of solving this problem is to incorporate ideas 

such as multithreading on top of the interleaved instruction window. An in-depth 
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discussion on multithreading is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, a brief section 

on how it can improve the performance of the interleaved instruction window is shown 

in section 3.4.3. 

In this thesis we will only show that if implemented in a processor the 

interleaved instruction window can potentially increase the performance of the 

processor. Due to the large design space, we cannot explore all possible combination of 

parameters that can affect the performance of the interleaved window design. Therefore 

more research and simulation needs to be done to prove that the interleaved instruction 

window design is indeed a good design. These will be mentioned in section 5.2. 
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2. CURRENT SUPERSCALAR PROCESSORS 

Superscalar is a recent advancement in the micro architecture of processor 

design, which allows multiple instructions to be fetched and executed in a cycle. It does 

so by fetching and decoding the incoming instruction stream several instructions at a 

time. As part of the decode stage, the outcome of conditional branch instructions are 

predicted in advance to ensure an uninterrupted stream of instructions. The instructions 

are then placed in the instruction window and are analyzed for data dependencies. Next, 

ready instructions (i.e. instructions with all of their data dependencies resolved) are 

initiated for execution in parallel based on the availability of operand data rather than 

their original program sequence. This feature, present in many superscalar processors, is 

known as dynamic instruction scheduling [8]. Upon completion, instructions are re-

sequenced so that they can update the processor state in the correct program order. 

Figure 3 shows the path an instruction follows in a typical superscalar processor. 

In this chapter we will briefly describe the different types of instruction window 

implementations: distributed, semi-unified, and central. We will also discuss briefly the 

advantages and disadvantages of each type of instruction window. In addition we will 

describe Tomasulo's algorithm [1], which is a distributed window design, and the 

Register Update Unit (RUU) [4], which is a central window design. There are many 

aspects of instruction window design, in this chapter we will only give a very general 

overview on how the three different algorithms work, focusing more on how 

instructions flow in and out of the instruction window. 
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Fetch/Decode 

Instruction Dispatch Buffer 
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Instruction Window 

Issue 

Functional Unit Pool 

Executed/writeback 

Reorder Buffer 

Commit 

Processor State 

Figure 3 Model of execution of a superscalar processor [3]. 

2.1. Distributed instruction window 

In the distributed instruction window scheme, the instruction window shown in 

Figure 3 is split up into well-known reservation stations (RS), each devoted to one 

functional unit. Reservation stations are instruction windows with some restrictions. 

Since each RS is only connected to one functional unit, only instructions with a 

particular functional unit requirement can be dispatched to that RS. For example, an add 

instruction will be dispatched to an RS associated with an adder. If there is more than 

one adder, each will have its own RS, thus an add instruction will have more than one 

possible RS to be dispatched to. In such cases, selection to which RS to use is based on 

a dispatch protocol, such as round robin. If the operands of an instruction are ready 

when it is dispatched, they will be forwarded to the RS and the instruction will be ready 
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to be issued when the functional unit is free. If any of the operands are not ready, the 

instruction will wait in the RS for the dependencies to be resolved. 

2.1.1. Advantages of distributed design 

Complexity of the dispatch and issue logic does not increase as fast as central 

window design (described in section 2.3) when increasing the issue width. This 

is because in the distributed window, control is distributed among the RSs, each 

RS only needs to examine a subset of all instructions in the instruction window. 

Only one instruction is allocated and deallocated per cycle from each RS as 

opposed to multiple instructions per cycle for central window, thus reducing 

complexity of the RS logic. 

Hardware for interconnects between RSs and functional units are lower than 

central design. This is because only the RS slots associated with the particular 

functional unit need to be connected as they are the only slots that can issue any 

instruction to that functional unit. 

Due to the reduction in complexity, cycle time is usually shorter in distributed 

design, thus higher clock speed is possible. 

2.1.2. Disadvantages of distributed design 

Inefficient use of available slots in the RSs. For example, if a program contains 

purely integer instructions and no floating point instructions. If all the available 

integer RSs are used up, the processor will have to stall as it cannot use the 

floating point RSs for integer instructions. 
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If there is more than one possible RS to dispatch to, the choice is based on a 

protocol, which is usually round robin or most empty RS. Wrong choice of RS 

may result in irregular fullness of some RSs due to long latency instructions 

such as load/store or divide. This may in turn result in data dependencies being 

resolved later than theoretically possible if short instructions are issued behind a 

backed up RS with long latency instructions in front. 

Due to inefficient use of the RS slots, a larger total number of RSs slots are 

required to match central window design's efficiency, thus more hardware may 

be required. 

2.1.3. Tomasulo's algorithm, a distributed window example 

This algorithm was invented by Robert Tomosulo and was first used in the IBM 

360/91 [1,2,4]. The version described here includes an extension of the algorithm to 

handle out-of-order execution and speculation. To do this a reorder buffer is added to 

the end of the pipeline, and like it's name suggest, it reorders the instructions and 

commits them in program order. Figure 4 shows a very simplified diagram of the 

algorithm, as shown in the figure, there are multiple RS, one for each functional unit. 

Tomasulo's algorithm works as follows: 

After decoding, the instructions are placed in the instruction queue to be 

dispatched to the RS. 

Which RS the instruction will be dispatched to is determined by the instruction's 

functional unit requirement. If there is a slot available in the RS associated with 

the functional unit that will be used and also in the reorder buffer, issue the 

instruction to the RS, reserve an entry in the reorder buffer, and de-allocate the 

instruction from the instruction queue. If the instruction's operands are ready, 
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simply forward them to the RS from the register file or the reorder buffer. If the 

instruction's operands are not ready, it will wait in the RS until it's data 

dependencies are resolved by monitoring the common data bus (CDB) for it's 

operands. 

When both operands are available at the RS and there are no structural hazards, 

issue the instruction to the functional unit and deallocate RS entry. 

When results are available, write it on the CDB and the reorder buffer. If the 

instruction is at the head of the reorder buffer, it can retire and commit its result 

to the register file. 

Instructions from 
fetch/decode unit 

Register 

Inst. 
File Reorder 

Queue buffer 

Operation bus 

Operand bus V 

Reservation Reservation Reservation 
stations stations stations 

(4 entries) (2 entries) (n entries) 

Adder Multiplier/ Other FU 
Divider 

Common data bus (CDB) 

Figure 4 Basic structure of the Tomasulo's algorithm with reorder buffer to 
handle speculation and out-of-order execution. 
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2.2. Semi-unified instruction window 

Instead of having one RS for each functional unit, in the semi-unified scheme 

functional units are grouped together and share a common RS. This scheme is used in 

PA-8000 and the MIPS R10000 processors [3]. Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the 

PA-8000 processor, which uses the semi-unified scheme. From the figure we can see 

that instructions are dispatched to two instruction windows. One of the instruction 

windows is only for memory related instructions such as load and store instructions, the 

other instruction window is for all other instructions. There are many ways to group the 

available functional units together to share a common RS and the performance of the 

processor will greatly depend on the way the units are grouped. Analysis of the different 

ways to group the functional units and their effect on performance is beyond the scope 

of this thesis, the reader is referred to [3] for more detail. 

A 
Instr. 
Cache 

Instruction 
Fetch Unk S Bus 

re" 

644* 
integer 
ALUs 

FMAC 
Units 

4 
Instruction 
Reorder 
Suffer 

AU) Memory 
Sutter Suitor 0 

2$ 28 
Entries Entries 

Address 
Reorder 
Suffer 

2$ 
Entries 

Data 
Cache 

Was/ 4 0 
SORT 
Units 4- 4 Rename 

Registers 

Figure 5 Block diagram of the PA-8000 
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2.3. Central instruction window 

In the centralized scheme, all instructions, regardless of their functional unit 

requirement are issued to a central window. The centralized scheme was pioneered in 

the CDC 6600 supercomputer [3] and is also found in current processors such as the 

Pentium Pro [9]. 

2.3.1. Advantages of central design 

The size of the instruction issue buffer is minimal for the central window for an 

equivalent level of performance. This is because central design has efficient use 

of all available instruction window slots, and thus does not result in irregular 

fullness of some RS as described in section 2.1.2. 

Although in terms of hardware logic, central window design is more complex 

than distributed design, the number of buses required to distribute operands from 

a central window is comparable to distributed design [2]. 

2.3.2. Disadvantages of central design 

In central design any slot in the instruction window can issue instruction to any 

functional unit. Thus all slots of the instruction window need to be connected to 

every available functional unit, this connection can be expensive for large 

instruction window. 

Since the central window controls all instructions in the window, complexity of 

the dispatch and issue logic increases rapidly as the dispatch and issue width 

increase. 
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The central window can accept and free more than one entry per cycle, thus 

instruction allocation and deallocation logic are more complex than the RS in 

the distributed design. 

Due to the higher complexity of the central window, this design has a longer 

clock cycle. Therefore, with a large window, having high clock speed becomes 

more difficult. 

2.3.3. RUU, a central window example 

The RUU was first proposed by G.S. Sohi and S. Vajapeyam in 1987 [2,4] to 

provide precise interrupts. The mechanism that provided precise interrupts also made 

out-of-order execution and speculation possible. The structure of the RUU is shown in 

Figure 6. 

Logically the RUU is managed as a First In First Out (FIFO) queue. Like any 

queues there are two pointers, RUU_Tail which points to the tail, and RUU_Head 

which points to the head of the queue. Instructions dispatched to the RUU are inserted 

at the tail of the queue and instructions commit from the head of the queue. However, 

instructions can be issued from any slots in the RUU. It is important to point out that 

unlike Tomasulo's algorithm or other central window schemes like the dispatch stack 

[2,3,6], instructions are not deallocated from the RUU after they are issued to the 

functional units. Instead they stay in the RUU, and are deallocated after they have 

committed their results to the register file. For Tomasulo's algorithm the lookahead size 

is equal to the window size. However, for the RUU, because the instructions stay in the 

window until they are committed, the lookahead size is smaller than the window size. 

This is the reason why the performance of the RUU is low for small window size [2]. 
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Instruction from memory 

Register
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Register Update Unit
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Figure 6 Structure of the RUU [4]. 

Source Operand 1 Source Operand DestinationOperand 2 
Ready Tag Content Ready Tag Content Reg. # Content1 

Speculation Issued Functional Unit Executed Program Counter 
Yes/No Yes/No Unit Number Yes/No Content 

Figure 7 An entry of the RUU [4]. 

The RUU performs four major functions every cycle [4]. First it accepts new 

instructions from the decode unit. The dispatch unit first checks if RUU_Tail equals to 

RUU_Head, if so, the RUU is full and the dispatch unit stalls. If the RUU is not full, 

the instruction decode and dispatch logic uses the pointer RUU_Tail to insert 

instructions into the tail of the RUU and updates the pointer. Simultaneously, the 
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operands of the instruction are forwarded from the register file or the result field of 

other RUU entries, if they are ready, and the ready field as shown in Figure 7, is 

marked. If the source instruction has not been completed, then the tag of the source 

instruction is placed in the tag subfield. 

Second, the RUU monitors the result bus to resolve dependencies. If any 

operands of an instruction are not available when it is dispatched to the RUU, it waits in 

the RUU for the data dependencies to resolve. It does this by monitoring the result bus, 

matching the tag on the result buses with the tag subfield of any operands that is not 

ready. 

Third, the RUU determines which instructions are to be issued to the functional 

units for execution. It does so by monitoring the ready fields of the source operands. 

When all data dependencies of an instruction are resolved, it can be issued to the 

functional units. The RUU issues the highest priority instructions and sets the issued 

field to indicate that the instruction have been issued to the functional units. Priority is 

first given to load/store instructions and then to instructions that entered the RUU first 

[4]. 

Last, the RUU determines if an instruction can commit. Since the RUU is 

organized as a FIFO queue, the head of the queue always contains the oldest instruction. 

The RUU checks if the oldest instruction has been completed by checking the executed 

field. If the instruction has been completed, the result of the instruction is written to the 

register file and the slot is deallocated and the RUU_Head pointer updated. This process 

is repeated until the oldest instruction has not finished execution. 
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3. INTERLEAVED INSTRUCTION WINDOW DESIGN 

In this chapter we will describe our interleaved window design, which is a 

modified version of the RUU described in section 2.3.3. We will also explain why the 

RUU was chosen and the advantages and disadvantages of our design. 

3.1. Introduction 

A Superscalar processor fetches, decodes and executes multiple instructions at a 

time to break the one instruction per cycle limit. It does so by having multiple 

functional units and the ability to look beyond the current execution point to find 

independent instructions to issue to its functional units for execution. The processor's 

ability to look beyond the current execution point is in turn determined by the 

lookahead size or, in most cases, the instruction window size. With a larger instruction 

window the processor can look at more instructions and thus the probability of finding 

parallel instructions increases. However, as mentioned before, the tradeoff in increasing 

the size of the instruction window is an increase in the complexity of the logic and thus, 

the cycle time. This means that even if the processor can now execute more instructions 

per cycle, each cycle takes more time, reducing or even canceling out the effect of the 

large instruction window. The rest of this chapter will describe the interleaved 

instruction window, which attempts to increase the window size without any significant 

speed tradeoffs. 

3.2. The main idea 

The idea behind the interleaved instruction window is simple; apply the concept 

of memory interleaving [1] to instruction window design. In short, memory interleaving 
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works by arranging memory in banks, and access to the banks is staggered over time. 

This provides a logical wide memory by using banks of narrower memory. Another 

important aspect of memory interleaving is that the banks of memory share one 

common bus [1]. 

e_dsubRUUO Ho 
Slot 0-7 

Dispatch ,,,o_d subRUU1 Functional 
logic Slot 8-15 ----, units9- -4)______ 

o_dsubRUU2 

Slot 16-23 He 

H subRUU3 Ho 
Slot 24-31 

Figure 8 Interleaved instruction window. 

In the interleaved instruction window, one large window is divided into smaller 

banks. To avoid confusion, in this thesis the interleaved window will be called 

interleaved RUU (iRUU) and the individual banks will be called subRUU. Unlike the 

distributed design, there is no restriction on which slot in the window the instruction can 

be dispatched to. This is because all slots in the interleaved window are connected to the 

functional units, however each subRUU is only connected one out of every nth cycle 

(where n is the number of banks). For example, Figure 8 shows a 4 way interleaved 

instruction window where each subRUU has 8 entries. In this example, instructions will 

be dispatched to subRUUO and issued from subRUUO for all cycles whose mod 4 

equals to zero. For example at cycle 110, subRUU2 will be accessed, as 110 mod 4 

equals 2. Similarly, at cycle 111, subRUU3 will be access and so on. In this example, 

the interleaved RUU provided a virtual window of 32 entries. However, since only 8 
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entries are active at any one time, a processor with the interleaved window can be 

clocked at a much higher rate than a processor with a single large window of similar 

total size. 

3.3. Interleaved RUU 
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Figure 9 Structure of the interleaved RUU. 
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3.3.1. General operation principles 

As mentioned before our design is modeled after the RUU [4]. Figure 9 shows 

the general structure of the interleaved RUU. In addition to the multiple windows and 

extra data buses the interleaved RUU needs a few extra system registers and data 

structures. 

1.	 Each entry of the interleaved RUU also needs an extra field, the sequence tag, as 

shown in Figure 10. The sequence number is simply an overflowing counter that 

counts from 0 to the total number of entries in the window minus one. When an 

instruction is dispatched to the interleaved RUU, it is tagged with the sequence 

number and the counter is incremented. The purpose of this tag is to keep track 

of the program order. Since the program is fragmented among the subRUUs, 

without this sequence tag the processor will not be able to recover from a mis

speculation. 

2. Each subRUU is a FIFO queue, thus the RUU_Head and RUU_Tail pointers 

need to be duplicated for each subRUU. These will be called the subRUU_Head 

and subRUU_Tail pointers. 

3.	 Global_iRUU_Head and Global_iRUU_Tail pointers will also be added. These 

point to the oldest and the newest instructions in the whole interleaved RUU 

structure. 

Source Operand 1 Source Operand 2 Destination
 
Ready Tag Content Ready Tag Content Reg. # Content
 

Sequence # Speculation Issued Functional Unit Executed Program Counter
 
Tag Yes/No Yes/No Unit Number Yes/No Content
 

Figure 10 An entry of the interleaved RUU. 
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The Global_iRUU_Head and Global_iRUU_Tail pointers are two counters that 

keep track of the oldest and newest instructions respectively. The Global_iRUU_Head 

counter is included so that the interleaved RUU can easily find the oldest instruction to 

commit. The Global_iRUU_Tail pointer helps the processor find the newest instruction 

in the interleaved RUU. This is used when the processor needs to flush instructions due 

to a mis-speculation. When the processor detects a mis-predicted branch, all instructions 

from the newest to the mis-predicted branch need to be flushed from the instruction 

window. Without these counters the processor will have no way of finding the oldest or 

the newest instruction. In the interleaved RUU, the oldest instruction must be at the 

head of one of the subRUUs. However, this instruction does not necessarily have the 

smallest number for a sequence tag. Similarly, the newest instruction must be at the tail 

of one of the subRUUs. However, as explained below, without the Global_iRUU_Tail 

pointer the processor cannot tell which subRUU the newest instruction is in as it may 

not have the highest sequence tag. 

Figure 11 shows an example with 3 subRUUs each with 6 entries. In this case 

the sequence counter will count from 0 to 17. As shown in Figure 11 the instruction at 

the head of subRUU2 has the smallest sequence tag among instructions at the head of 

all three subRUUs. However, instruction 0 is not the oldest, instead instruction 20 is the 

oldest. The reason that we cannot use the sequence number to find the oldest instruction 

in the interleaved RUU is because the sequence counter is an overflowing counter. After 

it reaches the top, it starts from zero again. Therefore, the next instruction will be 

newest but also have the smallest sequence number. In this example, the newest 

instruction does have the largest sequence number among all other instructions at 

subRUU tails, however, this is not always true. Due to the above cases the global 

pointers are necessary. 
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subRUUO 

Sequence tag Instruction 
SubRUU_Head > 20 LD RO, 0(R2) Global_iRUU_Head 

21 LD R1, 0(R3) 
2 ADD ... 

subRUU_Tail > 3 ADDI ... 

subRUU1 
Sequence tag Instruction 

subRUU_Head >	 22 ADD ... 
23 ADDI ... 
4 SUBI ... 

subRUU_Tail > 5 BEQZ ... Global jRUU_Tail 

subRUU2 
Sequence tag Instruction 

subRUU_Head > 0 SUBI ... 
subRUU_Tail > BEQZ ...1 

Figure 11 An example of interleaved RUU (Dispatch width is 2 per cycle for this 
example). 

3.3.2. Functions performed by the interleaved RUU 

Like the RUU the interleaved RUU also performs four major functions every 

cycle. These functions are described in the next four sub sections. 

3.3.2.1. Dispatch instructions 

After decoding, instructions are dispatched to the subRUUs. First the dispatch 

unit has to choose which subRUU to dispatch to. For simplicity, in our design we chose 
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to use the round robin algorithm. Therefore, in cycle 0 subRUUO is used, subRUU1 is 

used in cycle 1 and so on. An important point to note is that each subRUU is only used 

once every n cycles (where n is the number of subRUUs). 

Similar to the Register Update Unit in section 2.3.3, each of the subRUUs is 

organized as a FIFO queue. The dispatch unit first checks if the current subRUU is full, 

if so the dispatch unit stalls. If the subRUU is not full, the dispatch unit will dispatch 

instructions and perform the tasks listed below simultaneously. Again, remember that 

each of the subRUUs is only used one out of every n cycles (where n is the total number 

of subRUUs). 

1.	 Insert the instructions into the tail of the current subRUU. 

2.	 The operands of the instructions are forwarded from the register file or result 

field of other interleaved RUU entries if they are ready. If the source instruction 

has not been completed, then the tag of the source instruction is placed in the tag 

subfield. 

3.	 If the current instruction is a branch, then all instructions after the current 

instruction will have their speculation bit set. 

4.	 Write the sequence tag, update the sequence number counter and update the 

subRUU_Tail pointer for the current subRUU and the Global_iRUU_Tail 

pointer. 

3.3.2.2. Monitors the result bus to resolve dependencies 

All of the subRUUs monitor the result bus to resolve dependencies every cycle. 

If any operands of an instruction are not available when they are dispatched to the 

subRUU, they wait in the subRUU for the data dependencies to resolve. This is done by 
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monitoring the result bus and matching the tag on the result buses with the tag subfield 

of any operands that are not ready. 

3.3.2.3. Issue instructions 

The current subRUU (the same one used in 3.3.2.1) determines which 

instructions are to be issued to the functional units for execution. It does so by 

monitoring the ready fields of the source operands. When all of the data dependencies 

of an instruction are resolved, it can be issued to the functional units. The subRUU 

issues the highest priority instructions and sets the issued field to indicate that the 

instruction have been issued to the functional units. Priority is first given to load/store 

instructions and then to instructions that entered the subRUU first. 

3.3.2.4. Commit instructions 

The interleaved RUU determines if an instruction can commit by checking if the 

oldest instruction's (pointed to by Global_iRUU_Head) executed field have been set. If 

the instruction has been completed, then the result of the instruction is written to the 

register file and the slot is deallocated. Simultaneously the Global_iRUU_Head pointer 

and the subRUU_Head pointer are updated. Also if the instruction is a branch and it is 

predicted correctly, all of the speculation tags from the current instruction to the next 

branch will be cleared. This process is repeated until the oldest instruction has not 

finished execution. 
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3.3.3. Handling mis-speculation 

If a branch is found to be mis-predicted, then the processor needs to recover 

from the mis-speculation and flush all instructions that are newer than the mis-predicted 

branch. This process is opposite of the commit process described in the previous 

subsection. First, the processor finds the newest instruction, which is pointed to by the 

Global_iRUU_Tail pointer. Next, the slot is deallocated and the Global_iRUU_Tail and 

the subRUU_Tail pointers are updated. This process is repeated until the newest 

instruction is the mis-predicted branch instruction. 

3.4. Factors that affect performance of the interleaved RUU 

The purpose of the interleaved RUU and this thesis is to find a way to increase 

the instruction window size, which hopefully will increase the IPC, while keeping the 

clock speed close to that of a small instruction window processor. Therefore, the 

performance of the interleaved RUU is based on the combined effect of the IPC and the 

possible clock speed. Benchmark results of the interleaved RUU in terms of IPC will be 

shown in chapter 4. However, a benchmark of the design in terms of clock speed is not 

possible with the time and resources available. To benchmark the design with timing 

information would mean implementing and simulating the whole processor at the 

transistor level, this is not feasible in an education institution. However, we can estimate 

the possible speed up. 

3.4.1. Factors that affects clock speed 

As explained in previous sections, the interleaved RUU provides a large virtual 

instruction window by using a few smaller instruction windows. It was also shown that 
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at each clock cycle only part of the whole interleaved RUU structure is totally active. 

Although all of the subRUUs are involved in resolving dependencies every cycle, the 

total work to be done by each subRUU is smaller than if there were one large window. 

Thus, in this thesis, it is assumed that the interleaved RUU can run at a high clock speed 

and the relationship between instruction window size and clock speed is linear. More on 

this assumption will be explained in section 4.3.3. 

3.4.2. Factors that affects IPC 

There are many factors that may affect the IPC of a processor with the 

interleaved RUU. Since there are multiple subRUUs, the program being executed will 

be fragmented as it is dispatched to a different subRUU every cycle. This fragmentation 

of the program may affect the IPC of the processor. This problem will be discussed in 

greater detail in section 4.3.1. 

The purpose of a larger instruction window is to find more parallel instructions 

to issue to the processor. If this is successful, then the rate of instruction flowing in and 

out of the processor will increase. However, if the rest of the processor, such as the 

fetch, decode, and execution unit, remains the same they may limit the potential 

improvement due to the increased instruction window. For example, lets assume that in 

the ideal case, after increasing the size of the instruction window, the theoretical IPC 

increases to 5 (i.e. the processor can finish 5 instruction every cycle). If the processor's 

decoder is only capable of decoding 4 instructions every cycle and there are only 

enough buses and data ports to issue and commit 4 instructions every cycle, the 

improvements due to the larger window may not be seen. 

Regardless of how large we make the instruction window, the processor will not 

be able to find more parallel instructions than what is available in the program. Some 
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algorithms are inherently serial, while others such as Gaussian elimination are more 

parallel. For serial programs, it is possible to increase the IPC by increasing the size of 

instruction window so that the processor can lookahead further and find parallel 

instructions. However, since the instructions are dependent on one another, the 

instruction window will quickly be filled up as very few instructions can be issued due 

to the data dependency. With a serial program most of the instruction will just be sitting 

in the instruction window waiting for the data dependencies to resolve. Therefore, it is 

important to try and increase the amount of parallelism available to the processor to 

fully take advantage of the interleaved RUU. 

3.4.3. Increase parallelism available to the processor and improve IPC 

Having a larger instruction window improves the probability of finding parallel 

instructions. However, if there are few instruction parallelisms in the code to start with, 

a large instruction window will not result in any significant improvement in 

performance. One way to increase the parallelism available to the processor is to 

incorporate a form of parallel processing known as simultaneous multithreading (SMT) 

to the interleaved RUU. SMT is a technique that permits several independent threads to 

issue to multiple functional units each cycle [12, 13]. Figure 12 shows how SMT can 

help to increase the parallelism available to the processor, and thus the performance of 

the processor. 

For normal superscalar processors, there is only one thread executing in the 

processor at a time. If this thread does not have enough instructions that are independent 

of one another to issue to the functional units every cycle, then the result is unused issue 

slots as shown in Figure 12. The unused slots mean that the processor is potentially 
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capable of issuing instructions at those times but, was unable to because there was not 

enough instruction level parallelism in the code. 

Ill,I - 0000 M
[E3 El El. ElE1

Thread 1. 0D Thread 2ri DODO 
Thread 3DODO D EED 

DEED 
MO

0000 
Superscalar SMT 

Figure 12 Issue slots usage for a 4 way superscalar processor and one with 
simultaneous multithreading support (SMT) [13]. 

Simultaneous multithreading is capable of providing the processor with more 

parallelism because it can use both instruction level parallelism (ILP) and thread level 

parallelism (TLP). In SMT, there are multiple threads that are executing in the 

processor at a time. In Figure 12 we can see TLP being used when a thread is blocked 

due to data dependencies, and another thread is issued to the functional unit instead. In 

addition, if there is not enough ILP in a thread to issue four instructions every cycle 

from the same thread, then SMT has the capability to convert TLP to ILP [13]. This is 

done by allowing more than one thread to issue instructions to the functional units in the 

same cycle, as shown in Figure 12. Therefore, if SMT is used on top of the interleaved 

RUU, then we can get the additional parallelism we need and fully exploit the capability 
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of the interleaved RUU. For more information on SMT the readers are referred to [12] 

and [13]. 

3.5. Interleaved RUU design parameters 

As we can see from the previous section, there are many factors that can affect 

the performance of the interleaved RUU. Due to the large design space, to make 

simulation of the design possible, a few parameters were fixed. Table 1 on page 7 

shows some of the design parameters that were fixed in this study. Most of the values 

used are chosen to match the default values used in Simple Scalar. Since the interleaved 

RUU can have a larger instruction window than a single central instruction window, it 

can potentially find more parallel instructions. Therefore, the performance of the 

interleaved RUU will be better if we increase the decode, issue, writeback and commit 

width. However, due to the relatively poor performance of our simulator, these 

parameters cannot be taken into consideration if we want to simulate the design in a 

reasonable amount of time. 

In this project, three parameters were changed, they are: 1) total instruction 

window size, 2) number of subRUUs and 3) whether priority is given to branch 

instructions (see section 4.3.2). The design was simulated with three different 

benchmarks, each simulated 48 times with different combination of the three parameters 

mentioned above. With two Pentium Pro 200 and five Pentium 90, the simulation 

process took about 4 months to complete. An addition of one extra parameter to the 

design would greatly increase the simulation time many times. Therefore as stated 

above we chose to fix the parameters as shown in Table 1. More information on the 

simulation and the benchmark results will be shown in chapter 4. 
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3.6. Tradeoffs/Evaluation 

3.6.1. Advantages of interleaved window design 

1.	 As shown above, with multiple subRUUs, the interleaved RUU provides a 

virtual window that is much larger than the individual subRUU. 

2.	 The interleaved RUU does not suffer from inefficient use of its slots like the 

distributed design because any instruction can occupy any of the available slots. 

3.	 Although the overall complexity of the instruction window is increased, at any 

particular cycle only part of the instruction window is totally active in accepting 

and issuing instructions. Thus the critical path for the interleaved RUU is much 

shorter in terms of time than a single central window of similar size. 

3.6.2. Disadvantages of interleaved window design 

1.	 Requires a large amount of hardware. The required amount of hardware may not 

be economically feasible now. However, according to Moore's law [10], silicon 

density has doubled every year since it's invention. At such a rate the 

interleaved RUU will be possible in a few years. 

2.	 Performance is highly dependent on the behavior of the program. To take full 

advantage of this scheme the program must be parallel in nature. In addition, it 

needs to have very low input and output dependencies between nearby 

instructions. 

3. A program running in this processor will be broken into pieces (i.e. fragmented 

to the different subRUUs). The subRUUs are not checked in parallel, but are 

interleaved, therefore an instruction that is ready may miss it's chance and not 

get issued to the FU until the CPU finish one round of the subRUU. For large 
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numbers of subRUUs this can be a major problem. In addition, this problem is 

especially severe for branch and load/store instructions. Due to this, the 

processor may find out that a branch has been mis-speculated many clock cycles 

after the branch has been issued, this effect will increase the number of 

instructions flushed. A solution to this will be discussed in section 4.3.2. 

4. Due to the above reason, performance is highly dependent on branch prediction 

unit's performance. 

5.	 Also, the number of possible speculative instructions at a time increases due to 

the increase in pipe depth. This is good if the branch is correctly predicted but, 

on an incorrect prediction, more instructions will be flushed compared to a 

regular superscalar processor. 

3.7. Alternative designs 

Other than the RUU, a few other central window schemes were considered for 

the interleaved window design. Some of these schemes are the dispatch stack [2,3,6] 

and the scoreboard [1]. However, a characteristic of these schemes made it difficult to 

adapt them to the interleaved window design. Both the dispatch stack and the 

scoreboard remove the instructions from the central window once they are issued to the 

functional units. An advantage of doing this is that the whole instruction window is 

used for the processor's instruction lookahead capability. However, the instruction 

window does not keep track of program order, which is needed for precise interrupts. 

To solve this problem, these window schemes include a reorder buffer at the end of the 

pipeline to commit the instructions in program order. 

Since all instructions in the instruction window also have an entry in the reorder 

buffer [1,2], the reorder buffer needs to be at least as large as the instruction window. 
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This means that for the dispatch stack and scoreboard, there are two different data 

structures to interleave instead of one for the RUU. Although it is possible to implement 

an interleaved dispatch stack or scoreboard, the simulator would be more complex and 

time consuming to build. Therefore in this thesis, the RUU was chosen. 
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4. SIMULATION AND BENCHMARKS 

Modern processors are extremely complex pieces of engineering. Researching 

aspects of a processor and system design requires a good estimate of how the design 

will perform before the design is actually implemented in a product. Prototyping 

processors in hardware in the early design phase is expensive and time consuming, if 

not impossible for current high performance superscalar processors that are both 

complex and require millions of transistors. Mathematical performance models of 

current generation processors are inaccurate, given the complexity of current processors 

[7]. Currently one of the best ways to estimate the performance of a design is by 

simulating the design in software. 

In this section we will briefly discuss the Simple Scalar tool set, which is the 

simulator used to model and benchmark our interleaved instruction window design. For 

more information on Simple Scalar the reader is referred the following documents 

[7,11]. 

4.1. The Simple Scalar tool set and why it was chosen 

In this project, Simple Scalar release version 0.1 was used to perform the 

simulations. The Simple Scalar tool set is a collection of publicly available simulation 

tools developed by Doug Burger, Todd Austin, and Steve Bennett. Simple Scalar uses 

detailed execution driven simulation instead of trace driven simulation to simulate 

modern processor architectures [7]. 

There are a few reasons why Simple Scalar was chosen for this project. First, the 

toolset is designed to be both flexible and extensible. This ensures that we can easily 

incorporate our interleaved instruction window design into the simulator. Second, as 

shown in Figure 13 the simulator is designed to be modular. Each component of the 
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simulator is written in separate files and communications between components are done 

through function calls. This feature made modifications easier as we are only interested 

in changing the simulator core that contains the processor's pipeline information. Only 

the file that contains the simulation core needs to be modified, all other modules are 

used with only minor changes. Lastly, a generic out-of-order performance simulator 

(sim-outorder) based on the RUU [4] is included in the tool set. This greatly decreased 

the time taken to finish our modification of the simulator. For more information about 

how Simple Scalar is implemented and how it works, the reader is referred to the "user's 

and hacker's guide to Simple Scalar" [11]. 

User
 
Programs
 

Prog/Sim 
Simple Scalar ISA POSIX System CallsInterface 

Functional
 
Core
 

BPred Stats
 

Performance
 Resource CacheCore 

EventQ Loader Regs Memory 

Figure 13 Simple Scalar internal structure [11] 

The main problem with Simple Scalar in this project is that it is only capable of 

measuring the performance of the design in terms of IPC. The main theme of this thesis 

is to try and show that interleaved window design is faster by showing that an 
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interleaved multiple window design can run at higher clock speed than single window 

design of the same total window size. However, Simple Scalar cannot produce timing 

information. This is not a trivial problem to solve because building a simulator that is 

capable of producing timing information would take considerably more time and take 

much more computing power to run. To produce accurate timing results means that we 

need to model most of the processor at the transistor level. This is not possible and too 

resource and time consuming for an initial study of this interleaved window design. 

Therefore, in this thesis we are assuming a linear relationship between clock speed and 

individual window size. For example, increasing the window size from 12 to 24 will 

reduce clock speed by half, while decreasing the window size from 12 to 6 will double 

the clock speed. More on this assumption will be mentioned when we present our 

simulation results. 

4.2. Benchmarks 

A subset of SPEC95 was chosen as a benchmark for our design. The reason that 

the whole SPEC95 suite was not used is due to the performance of our simulator. The 

original out-of-order simulator (sim-outorder) from the Simple Scalar tool set is capable 

of simulating about 200,000 instructions per second on a Pentium Pro 200. However, 

after modifications to the simulator to incorporate the interleaved instruction window, 

the simulator can only execute about 35,000 instructions per second on the same 

machine. Since some programs from SPEC95 takes tens to hundreds of billions of 

instruction, it is not possible to run this program in a reasonable amount of time. 
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4.3. Initial benchmark results, Compress95 

Due to its small size, Compress95 was the first benchmark used to test the 

simulator as well as to fix some of the variables in the simulator. In Simple Scalar, most 

of the aspects of a processor can be changed. For example, the fetch, decode, commit 

width and type and size of branch prediction can be changed. As a result of the large 

design space, some variables need to be fixed in order to be able to simulate the design 

in a reasonable amount of time. Table 2 shows the parameters that are fixed throughout 

our simulations. The only variables changed in our simulations were the number of 

subRUUs, the size of each subRUU and whether priority is given to the load/store and 

branch instructions. 

Instruction decode width 4 instructions 

Instruction issue width 4 instructions 

Instruction writeback width 4 instructions 

Instruction commit width 4 instructions 

Integer functional units 4 units 

Integer multiplier/divider 2 units 

Memory ports 2 units 

Floating point adder 4 units 

Floating point multiplier/divider 4 units 

Instruction cache size Infinite 

Data cache size Infinite 

Branch Prediction Static 2 bit branch predictor 

Branch target buffer size 2048 entries, direct mapped 

Mis-prediction penalty 2 cycles 

Table 2 Default simulator setting used in all benchmarks 
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Before we discuss the results of the simulations, some explanation about the 

graphs that will follow is in order: 

The x-axis of the figures gives the total window size. Thus, 3 subRUUs and a 

total window size of 12 means that each subRUU has 4 entries. If the total 

window size divided by the number of subRUUs does not produce an integer it 

will be rounded up. 

Dotted lines mean that data in that range is not practical. Since an increase in 

window size means a decrease in clock speed, it is assumed that if each window 

or subRUU has greater than 48 entries, it is not practical to implement. The data 

for subRUU sizes greater than 48 is included for comparison only. 

4.3.1. Initial Compress95 results 

IPC vs Window Size 
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Figure 14 Compress95 benchmark results in terms of IPC as a function of 
different total window sizes and different number of subRUUs. 
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Figure 14 shows the IPC for a four subRUU configuration. The benchmark ran 

was Compress95 with an instruction count of about 3.5 million and a branch prediction 

hit rate of about 95 percent. 

subRuu0 
Cycle 1 1. LD RO, 0 (R2) Cycle 1 1. LD RO, 0 (R2) 
Cycle 2 2. LD R1, 0 (R3) Cycle 4 2. LD R1, 0 (R3) 
Cycle 3 3. ADD R4, RO, R1 Cycle 7 3. ADD R4, RO, R1 
Cycle 4 4. ADDI R5, R5, #1 Cycle 10 4. ADDI R5, R5, #1 
Cycle 5 5. SUBI R2, R2, #8 
Cycle 6 6. BEQZ R2, exit subRuu1 
Cycle 7 7. Cycle 2 5. SUBI R2, R2, #8 

8. Cycle 5 6. BEQZ R2, exit 
Cycle 8 7. 

8. 

subRuu2 
Cycle 3 
Cycle 6 

1 RUU Cycle 9 

iRUU with 3 subRUUs 

Figure 15 Reasons for performance decrease with increase in number of 
subRUUs. 

The data from Compress95 shows that performance decreases as the number of 

subRUUs (not the total window size) increases. Second, as the total size of the 

instruction window increases, the performance improves, and then remains constant 

after a certain point. The main reason performance is lower for larger number of 

subRUUs is because the program gets more fragmented as the number of subRUUs 

increases. Since access to the subRUUs are interleaved, the larger the number of 

subRUUs, the longer it will take to return to the first subRUU. Figure 15 shows that a 

code fragment takes 6 cycles to complete if there is only one RUU with 12 entries. 

However, with 3 subRUUs and the same total size of 12, it takes 10 cycles to complete 
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the same code. Also, since the interleaved instruction window can also be viewed as a 

pipelined window, the pipeline is deeper with larger number of subRUUs. Therefore, it 

will take longer to recover from a branch mis-prediction as the number of subRUUs 

increases. 

Probably the biggest problem with the interleaved RUU is that it may take 

longer to discover the mis-predicted branch. This is because the subRUUs are not 

checked every clock cycle and are interleaved. For example, with the code in Figure 15 

instruction 6 will branch to exit if R2 is zero. Assume that the value of R2 is resolved 

when the processor is looking at subRUU2 and the branch instruction has not been 

issued. With 3 subRUUs, it will take the processor another 2 cycles before it will return 

to subRUU1, as opposed to 1 cycle with only 1 RUU. Therefore, having more than one 

RUU can increase the number of instructions flushed due to mis-speculation, as we will 

show in later benchmark results. In the next section, we present a minor modification to 

the interleaved window design to solve this problem. 

4.3.2. Modification of design to improve performance 

As stated in the previous section, with interleaved window, branch instructions 

can cause a large decrease in performance. In addition to branch, load instructions can 

also cause a similar effect. If the processor happens to miss the load instruction, it will 

take n-1 cycles (where n is the number of subRUUs) to return to the original subRUU 

and issue the load. Thus, n-1 cycles are added to the already large load latency for some 

loads, and stalling instructions that are dependent on that load. 
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Figure 16 Structure of the inteleaved RUU with the branch and load/store 
modification. 

A simple solution to this problem is to dedicate one of the subRUUs for branch 

and load/store instructions only (stores are added to reduce the chances of the store 

buffer being full). Figure 16 shows the modification to our interleaved instruction 

window to incorporate this feature. In the decode unit, instructions are sorted into two 
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groups, branch and load/store instructions are dispatched to subRuuO while all other 

instructions are dispatched to the remaining subRUUs. With the modification, subRuuO 

is accessed every clock cycle, while access to the remaining subRUUs is interleaved as 

before. To keep the additional complexity low, the issue rate is kept to 4 per cycle. 

Therefore, if two instructions are dispatched to subRUUO, at most two other instructions 

can be dispatched to one of the remaining subRUUs in the current cycle. 

Since subRUUO is accessed every cycle while access to the remaining subRUUs 

is interleaved, subRUUO has to run at a much higher speed. To keep subRUUO from 

becoming a bottleneck, a solution will be to cut the size of subRUUO in half compared 

to other subRUUs. 

4.3.3. Improved Compress95 results 

Modifications to the original interleaved window design to give priority to 

branch and load/store instructions slightly increase the complexity of the hardware. In 

addition, the instruction window slots may not be used as efficiently. This is because, if 

all slots in subRUUO are used up by branch and load/store instruction, then the 

processor has to stall because it cannot issue those instructions to other subRUUs. 

However, Figure 17 shows that giving priority to branch and load/store instructions 

(shown with a (P) in the following figures) improves the IPC by about 30 percent. 

Figure 18 shows that with the priority option, the number of instructions wasted 

decreases to half of that without the priority option. This increase in performance is 

probably worth the extra complexity and hardware. 
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IPC vs Window Size 
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Total Window Size 
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Figure 17 Improved Compress95 benchmark results in terms of IPC. 

Instruction Wasted vs Window Size 
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Figure 18 Compress95, number of instructions wasted due to mis-speculation as 
a function of the total window size and the number of subRUUs. 
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Projected Performance vs Window Size 
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Figure 19 Compress95, projected performance for different number of subRUUs. 

Figure 19 shows the projected performance for different combinations of 

subRUUs and window sizes. Basically this performance index gives the performances 

of the interleaved RUU relative to the single window performance of equal total 

window size. For example, for a total window size of 64, Figure 19 show that the 3 

subRUUs version has a 1.7 times performance gain over the 1 RUU version and the 3 

subRUUs with priority version is 1.9 times faster. The index is calculated with the 

following: 

IPCn _subRuu size of subRUUProjected Performance _of _n _subRUU = * 7 
IPC1_ RUU Total _window _size 

As seen from the equation above, we are assuming a linear relationship between 

subRUU size and speed. For example, using the equation, if the individual window size 
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is halved while keeping the total window size fixed, the speed performance index will 

be doubled. The validity if our results is based on this assumption. However, we believe 

that the projected performance calculated in Figure 19 and later figures is an 

underestimate of the actual potential performance. The reasons that the results are an 

underestimate are as follows: 

1.	 In instruction window design, associative logic is needed to perform tasks such 

as searching for empty slots in the window and latching new instructions into 

the window [4]. Associative search is a time intensive operation and as the 

number of items to be searched (i.e. window size) increase the time taken 

increases at a high rate. This increase is worse than the linear relationship we 

assumed. 

2.	 In an interleaved window design with n subRUUs, after a particular subRUU is 

accessed, it has up to n cycles before it will be accessed again. Thus, a 3 

subRUUs system will have 3 clock cycles to update it's content, therefore 

allowing the clock to run at a faster rate. However, when calculating the 

performance, we still assume 1 cycle for all cases. 

3. An additional 70 percent factor is included in the equation to further under

estimate the performance of our design. 

4.4. More benchmark results 

4.4.1. li results 

The number of instructions executed by the simulator for this benchmark is 

about one billion and the branch prediction hit rate is 80 percent. This benchmark was 
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developed at Sun Microsystems and is based on XLISP 1.6 written by David Michael 

Betz. XLISP is a small implementation of Lisp with object-oriented programming. 

IPC vs Window Size 
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Figure 20 li, benchmark results in terms of IPC. 
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Instruction Wasted vs Window Size 
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Figure 21 li, number of instructions wasted. 
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Figure 22 li, projected performance for different number of subRUUs 
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4.4.2. Swim results 

The number of instructions executed by the simulator for this benchmark is 

about 900 million and the branch prediction hit rate is 80 percent. Swim which stands 

for Shallow Water Model is a FORTRAN scientific benchmark with single precision 

floating point arithmetic. The program solves the system of shallow water equations 

using finite difference approximations on a 1024 by 1024 grid. 

IPC vs Window Size 
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Figure 23 Swim, benchmark results in term of IPC. 
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Instruction Wasted vs Window Size 
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Figure 24 Swim, number of instructions wasted. 
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Figure 25 Swim, projected performance of different numbers of subRUUs 
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4.5. Discussion of results 

From the results listed in the previous two sections, the following observations 

can be made on the interleaved window design. First, As the number of subRUUs 

increase, IPC decreases. As explained before, this is due to code fragmentation among 

the different subRUUs and also the interleaved RUU passing by branch and long 

latency instructions. 

Second, as the number of subRUUs increase, the number of instructions wasted 

due to mis-speculation increases. This is also due to code fragmentation and the 

interleaved RUU passing by branch and load/store instructions. However, after our 

modification to the interleaved window to give priority to branch and load/store 

instructions, we see a huge reduction in the number of instructions flushed as seen in 

Figure 18, Figure 21 and Figure 24, which in turn resulted in a higher IPC. This proved 

that our initial speculation that with multiple windows the processor may miss branch 

instructions when scanning the RUUs, thus delaying the discovery of mis-predicted 

branches. 

Third, performance is greatly determined by the following factors: 1) the 

accuracy of branch prediction, and 2) available instruction parallelism in the code. Since 

the pipeline is deeper with larger number of subRUUs, at every mis-prediction more 

instructions need to be flushed. Thus with better branch prediction, the functional units 

can be used more efficiently. The effect of available instruction parallelism can be seen 

in the li and swim results. Figure 20 shows that the IPC stops increasing after a total 

window size of about 24. This means that even with larger window the processor could 

not find any extra instructions to execute as the code is not parallel enough. Figure 23 

on the other hand shows that for the benchmark swim, the IPC did not stop increasing 

until a total window size of about 96. Thus, if the code does not contain enough 
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parallelism, having a larger instruction window will not make much difference in term 

of IPC. 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

5.1. Conclusion 

The main objective of this thesis was to find a way to increase the performance 

of superscalar processors by reducing the instruction widow size/clock speed trade off. 

As mentioned before, as the instruction window size increases the clock speed 

decreases due to an increase in logic complexity. If the interleaved RUU can increase 

the instruction window size, keep the IPC close to that of a single window of the same 

size, and at the same time keeps the clock rate high, then we have met our objective. 

From the simulation results in chapter 4, we can see that the IPC of the interleaved 

RUU is very close to that of single instruction window of equal size. As explained 

before, we were unable to show that the clock rate can remain high as we increase the 

total window size. However, the linear relationship we assumed between the window 

size and clock rate is not unreasonable. Therefore, although we cannot definitively 

conclude that the interleaved RUU will increase the performance of the superscalar, all 

available data seems to favor that conclusion. 

Another contribution of the interleaved RUU is that it made large central 

instruction window possible. Even with the current rate of improvement of silicon 

device physics, a single central window of 128 entries is not possible in the near future, 

as the clock speed will be too low to be practical. However, with 4 subRUUs, each 

subRUU only have 32 entries. Although we cannot say for certain that an interleaved 

RUU with each subRUU of size 32 can be clocked as fast as a single window processor 

of size 32. However, considering that with 4 subRUUs each of them does have up to 4 

cycles to finish their job, as access to them is interleaved. Therefore, the possible clock 
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speed a single window of size 32 and 4 subRUUs each of size 32 should be about the 

same. 

5.2. Future Work 

Currently work has already begun to update our simulator that is based on 

Simple Scalar version 0.1 to version 2.0 of the toolset. In our current simulator, an 

infinite size cache is assumed. Simple Scalar 2.0, with added translation look aside 

buffer and other improvements in the cache and memory support, we can simulate the 

interleaved RUU with a more accurate memory model thus giving more realistic results. 

As mentioned before, in this design some parameters as shown in Table 1 are 

fixed. A possible project will be to find the effect of those parameters on the 

performance of the interleaved RUU. In particular, an increase in the dispatch, issue and 

commit width as well as an increase in the number of functional units should greatly 

increase the performance in terms of IPC. Another possible future extension is to 

include multithreading support. As mentioned before, with multithreading, the amount 

of parallelism available to the processor is greatly increased. Combined with the effect 

of large instruction window allowed by the interleaved RUU, the performance of the 

processor in terms of IPC should greatly improve. 
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APPENDIX Source code of the simulator 

/* This file is a modified version of sim-outorder which is part of the
 
* SimpleScalar tool set. Modifications are made to the orginal
 
* sim-outorder to include support for interleaved instruction window.
 
*/ 

/* This file is a part of the SimpleScalar tool suite written by
 
* Todd M. Austin, University of Wisconsin - Madison, Computer Sciences
 
* Department as a part of the Multiscalar Research Project.
 
*
 

* The SimpleScalar x86 port was written by Steve Bennett.
 
*
 

* The tool suite is currently maintained by Doug Burger.
 

* Copyright (C) 1994, 1995, 1996 by Todd M. Austin
 

* This source file is distributed "as is" in the hope that it will be
 
* useful. The tool set comes with no warranty, and no author or
 
* distributor accepts any responsibility for the consequences of its
 
* use.
 

* Everyone is granted permission to copy, modify and redistribute
 
* this tool set under the following conditions:
 
*
 

This source code is distributed for non-commercial use only.
 
Please contact the maintainer for restrictions applying to
 
commercial use.
 

*
 

Permission is granted to anyone to make or distribute copies
 
of this source code, either as received or modified, in any
 
medium, provided that all copyright notices, permission and
 
nonwarranty notices are preserved, and that the distributor
 
grants the recipient permission for further redistribution as
 
permitted by this document.
 

*
 

Permission is granted to distribute this file in compiled
 
or executable form under the same conditions that apply for
 
source code, provided that either:
 

*
 

A. it is accompanied by the corresponding machine-readable
 
source code,
 

B. it is accompanied by a written offer, with no time limit,
 
to give anyone a machine-readable copy of the corresponding
 
source code in return for reimbursement of the cost of
 
distribution. This written offer must permit verbatim
 
duplication by anyone, or
 

C. it is distributed by someone who received only the
 
executable form, and is accompanied by a copy of the
 
written offer of source code that they received concurrently.
 

*
 

* In other words, you are welcome to use, share and improve this
 
* source file. You are forbidden to forbid anyone else to use, share
 
* and improve what you give them.
 
*
 

* INTERNET: dburger@cs.wisc.edu
 
* US Mail: 1210 W. Dayton Street, Madison, WI 53706
 
*/
 

mailto:dburger@cs.wisc.edu
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#include <stdio.h>
 
#include <stdlib.h>
 
#include <math.h>
 
#include <assert.h>
 

#include "misc.h"
 
#include "ss.h"
 
#include "regs.h"
 
#include "memory.h"
 
#include "cache.h"
 
#include "loader.h"
 
#include "syscall.h"
 
#include "bpred.h"
 
#include "resource.h"
 
#include "bitmap.h"
 
#include "sim.h"
 

static int file_output = FALSE;
 
char output_file_name[128];
 
FILE *ofp = stdout;
 

/* shong */
 
/* These variables are used to collet stats */
 
static double mis_speculation_count = 0;
 
static double wasted_instruction = 0;
 

static SS_COUNTER_TYPE fetch_count = 0;
 
/* dispatch is counted by num_total_inst below */
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE issue_count = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE writeback_count = 0;
 

static SS_COUNTER_TYPE commit_count = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE RUU_usage_count = 0;
 

static SS_COUNTER_TYPE LSQ_usage_count = 0;
 

static SS_COUNTER_TYPE int_fu_usage = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE int_MULT_DIV_usage = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE memory_port_usage = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE FP_adder_usage = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE FP_MULT_DIV_usage = 0;
 
/* shong */
 

/* track number of insn and refs */
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE num_insn = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE num_total_insn = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE num_refs = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE num_loads = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE num_branches = 0;
 

/* cycle counter */
 
static SS_TIME_TYPE cycle = 0;
 

/* instruction sequence counter */
 
static unsigned long inst_seq = 0;
 

static struct cache *icache = NULL;
 
static struct cache *dcache = NULL;
 

static struct bpred *pred = NULL;
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/* exit when this becomes non-zero */
 
int sim_exit_now = FALSE;
 

/* longjmp here when simulation is completed */
 
jmp_buf sim_exit_buf;
 

/* speculation mode, non-zero when mis-speculating, i.e., executing
 
instructions down the wrong path, thus recover will eventually have to
 
occur that resets processor register and memory state back to the last
 
precise state */
 

static int spec_mode = FALSE;
 

/* block access latency */
 
static int blk_access_latency = 6;
 

void ruu_recover(int branch_index);
 
void tracer_recover(void);
 

static unsigned long
 
iblk_access_fn(enum mem_cmd cmd, SS_ADDR_TYPE baddr, int bsize,
 

struct cache_blk *blk, SS_TIME_TYPE now)
 

mem_access(cmd, baddr, &blk->data[0], bsize);
 
return (cmd == Read) ? blk_access_latency 0;
:
 

static unsigned long
 
dblk_access_fn(enum mem_cmd cmd, SS_ADDR_TYPE baddr, int bsize,
 

struct cache_blk *blk, SS_TIME_TYPE now)
 

/* mem_access(cmd, baddr, &blk->data[0], bsize); */
 
return (cmd == Read) ? blk_access_latency 0;
:
 

static int ruu_perfect_prediction = FALSE;
 

static unsigned ruu_decode_width = 4;
 
static unsigned ruu_issue_width = 4;
 
static unsigned ruu_writeback_width = 4;
 

/* cycles until fetch issues resume */
 
static unsigned ruu_fetch_issue_delay = 0;
 
static unsigned ruu_branch_penalty = 3;
 

static SS_COUNTER_TYPE ruu_num_rr_loads = 0;
 

static SS_COUNTER_TYPE ruu_num_rr_stores = 0;
 

static SS_COUNTER_TYPE ruu_cache_accesses = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE ruu_extra_cache_accesses = 0;
 

static SS_COUNTER_TYPE ruu_num_disp_loads = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE ruu_num_direct_loads = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE ruu_num_disp_stores = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE ruu_num_direct_stores = 0;
 

static SS_COUNTER_TYPE ruu_num_sp_loads = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE ruu_num_sp_stores = 0;
 

static SS_COUNTER_TYPE ruu_one_non_reg = 0;
 
static SS_COUNTER_TYPE ruu_one_non_rr_reg = 0;
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static SS_COUNTER_TYPE ruu_one_non_store = 0;
 

/* inst tag type, used to tag an operation instance in the RUU */
 
typedef unsigned long INST_TAG_TYPE;
 

/* inst sequence type, used to order instructions in the ready list, if
 
this rolls over the ready list order temporarily will get messed up,
 
but execution will continue and complete correctly */
 

typedef unsigned long INST_SEQ_TYPE;
 

/* total input dependencies possible */
 
#define MAX_IDEPS 3
 

/* total output dependencies possible */
 
#define MAX_ODEPS 2
 

struct RUU_station {
 
/* inst info */
 
SS_INST_TYPE IR; /* instruction bits */
 
enum ss_opcode op; /* instruction opcode */
 
SS_ADDR_TYPE PC, next_PC, pred_PC; /* inst PC, {predicted) next PC */
 
int in_LSQ; /* non-zero if op is in LSQ */
 

/* shong */
 
int RUU_station_number; /* RUU that inst is currently in */
 
int RUU_issue_delay; /* # of cycle before inst is ready */
 
int sequence_tag; /* Determine which inst to squash */
 
int valid; /* Is inst valid, this is not used
 

in this simulatior, the orginal
 
SimpleScalar variable tag is
 
used to determine if inst is still
 
valid */
 

/* shong */
 

int ea_comp; /* non-zero if op is an addr comp */
 
int recover_inst; /* start of mis-speculation? */
 
int spec_mode; /* non-zero if issued in spec_mode */
 
SS_ADDR_TYPE addr; /* effective address for ld/st's */
 
INST_TAG_TYPE tag; /* RUU slot tag, increment to
 

squash operation */
 
INST_SEQ_TYPE seq; /* instruction sequence, used to
 

sort the ready list */
 

/* inst status */
 
int queued; /* operands ready and queued */
 
int issued; /* operation is/was executing */
 
int completed; /* operation has completed execution */
 

/* output dependency list */
 
int onames[MAX_ODEPS]; /* output names (NA for no result) */
 
struct RS_link *odep_list[MAX_ODEPS]; /* link to consuming op chain */
 

/* input dependent links */
 
int idep_ready[MAX_IDEPS]; /* input operand ready? */
 

};
 

/* non-zero if all register operands are ready, update with MAX_IDEPS */
 
#define OPERANDS_READY(RS)
 

((RS)->idep_ready[0] && (RS)->idep_ready[1] && (RS)->idep_ready[2])
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/* register update unit, combination of reservation stations and reorder
 
buffer device, organized as a circular queue */
 

/* shong */
 
static unsigned int instruction_tag = 0;
 
static unsigned int newest_instruction = 0;
 
static unsigned int oldest_instruction = 0;
 
static int number_of_RUU = 2;
 
/* shong */
 
static int RUU_size = 8; /* total entries in RUU */
 

/* shong */
 
static struct RUU_station *RUU[16]; /* register update unit */
 
static int RUU_head[16],
 

RUU_tail[16]; /* RUU head and tail pointers */
 
static int RUU_num[16]; /* number of entries in RUU */
 

static int current_RUU = 0;
 
static int Priority = 0;
 
/* shong */
 

/* allocate and initialize the load/store queue */
 
void
 
ruu_init(void)
 

int j;
 

info ("Allocating space for %d RUU, each of size %d.\n",
 
number_of_RUU, RUU_size);
 

for (j=0; j<number_of_RUU; j++)
 

RUU[j] = calloc(RUU_size, sizeof(struct RUU_station));
 
if (!RUU[j])
 

fatal("out of virtual memory");
 

RUU_num[j] = 0;
 
RUU_head[j] = RUU_tail[j] = 0;
 

/* load/store queue: holds loads and stores in program order, indicating
 
status of load/store access:
 

- issued: address computation complete, memory access in progress
 
- completed: memory access has completed, stored value available
 

squashed: memory access was squashed, ignore this entry
 

loads may execute when:
 
0) register operands are ready, and
 
1) memory operands are ready (no earlier unresolved store)
 

loads are serviced by:
 
1) previous store at same address in LSQ (1 cycle), or
 
2) data cache (1 cycle + miss latency)
 

stores may execute when:
 
0) register operands are ready
 

stores are serviced by:
 
1) depositing store value into the load/store queue
 
2) writing store value to the store buffer (plus tag check) at commit
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3) writing store buffer entry to data cache when cache is free
 

NOTE: the load/store queue can bypass a store value to a load in the same
 
cycle the store executes (using a bypass network), thus stores complete
 
in effective zero time after their effective address is known */
 

static int LSQ_size = 4; /* total entries in LSQ */
 
static struct RUU_station *LSQ; /* load/store queue */
 
static int LSQ_head, LSQ_tail; /* LSQ head and tail pointers */
 
static int LSQ_num; /* num of entries currently in LSQ */
 

/* input dependencies for stores in the LSQ:
 
idep #0 - operand input (value that is stored)
 
idep #1 effective address input (address of store operation)
 

*/
 

#define STORE_OP_INDEX 0
 

#define STORE_ADDR_INDEX 1
 

#define STORE_OP_READY(RS) (( RS )->idep_ready[STORE_OP_INDEX])
 
#define STORE_ADDR_READY(RS) ((RS)->idep_ready[STORE_ADDR_INDEX])
 

/* allocate and initialize the load/store queue */
 
static void
 
lsq_init(void)
 

LSQ = calloc(LSQ_size, sizeof(struct RUU_station));
 
if (!LSQ)
 
fatal("out of virtual memory");
 

LSQ_num = 0;
 
LSQ_head = LSQ_tail = 0;
 

/* simulator-specific options */
 
char *sim_optstring = "P90d:i:b:o:s:m:j:I:D:W:L:r:R:z";
 

static int ruu_include_spec = TRUE;
 
static int copy_of_argc;
 
static char "copy_of_argv;
 

void
 
sim_options(int argc, char **argv)
 

char c;
 

copy_of_argc = argc;
 
copy_of_argv = argv;
 

/* parse options */
 
getopt_init();
 
while ((c = getopt_next(argc, argv, sim_optstring)) != EOF)
 

switch (c)
 
case '0':
 
ruu_include_spec = FALSE;
 
info("not issuing mis-speculated instructions...");
 
break;
 

case '9':
 
ruu_perfect_prediction = TRUE;
 
info("running with perfect branch prediction...");
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break;
 
case 'b':
 
/* use BTB predictor */
 
pred = bpred_create(BPred2bitBTB, atoi(getopt_arg));
 
break;
 

case 'i':
 

char name[128], c;
 
int nsets, bsize, assoc;
 

/* use a I-cache */
 
if (sscanf(getopt_arg, "%[^:]:%dAdAdAc",
 

name, &nsets, &bsize, &assoc, &c) != 5)
 

fatal("bad I-cache parms: <name>:<nsets>:<bsize>:<assoc>:<repl>");
 
icache =
 
cache_create(name, nsets, 2*bsize, /* balloc */TRUE, /* usize */0,
 

assoc, cache_char2policy(c), iblk_access_fn,
 
/* hit latency *11);
 

info("** block size automatically doubled to %d bytes...", 2*bsize);
 

break;
 
case 'd':
 

{
 

char name[128], c;
 
int nsets, bsize, assoc;
 

/* use a D-cache */
 
if (sscanf(getopt_arg, "%[^:]:%dAdAd:%c",
 

name, &nsets, &bsize, &assoc, &c) != 5)
 

fatal("bad D-cache parms: <name>:<nsets>:<bsize>:<assoc>:<repl>");
 
dcache =
 

cache_create(name, nsets, bsize, /* balloc */FALSE, /* usize *10,
 
assoc, cache_char2policy(c), dblk_access_fn,
 
/* hit latency *11);
 

break;
 
case 'm':
 
if (icache II dcache)
 

fatal("specify '-m' before '-i' or '-d'");
 
blk_access_latency = atoi(getopt_arg);
 
break;
 

case 'j':
 
ruu_branch_penalty = atoi(getopt_arg);
 
if (ruu_branch_penalty < 1)
 

fatal("mis-prediction penalty must be at least 1 cycle");
 
break;
 

case 'I':
 
ruu_issue_width = atoi(getopt_arg);
 
if (ruu_issue_width < 1
 

II (ruu_issue_width & ( ruu_issue_width-l)) != 0)
 
fatal("issue width must be positive non-zero and a power of two");
 

break;
 
case 'D':
 
ruu_decode_width = atoi(getopt_arg);
 
if (ruu_decode_width < 1
 

II (ruu_decode_width & ( ruu_decode_width-l)) != 0)
 

fatal("decode width must be positive non-zero and a power of two");
 
break;
 

case 'W':
 
ruu_writeback_width = atoi(getopt_arg);
 
if (ruu_writeback_width < 1
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II (ruu_writeback_width & (ruu_writeback_width-1)) != 0)
 

fatal("commit width must be positive non-zero and a power of two");
 
break;
 

case 'R':
 
RUU_size = atoi(getopt_arg);
 
if (RUU_size < 1)
 

fatal("RUU size must be a positive non-zero number");
 
break;
 

case 'r':
 
number_of_RUU = atoi(getopt_arg);
 
if (number_of_RUU < 1 II number_of_RUU > 16)
 

fatal("Number of RUU must be positive and between 1 and 16");
 
break;
 

case °L':
 
LSQ_size = atoi(getopt_arg);
 
if (LSQ_size < 2 11 (LSQ_size & (LSQ_size-1)) != 0)
 

fatal("LSQ size must be positive non-zero and a power of two");
 
break;
 

case "s°:
 
/* use static predictor */
 
if (!strcmp(getopt_arg, "taken"))
 
pred = bpred_create(BPredTaken, 0);
 

else if (!strcmp(getopt_arg, "nottaken"))
 
pred = bpred_create(BPredNotTaken, 0);
 

else
 
fatal("cannot grok predictor type");
 

break;
 
case 'P':
 

Priority = 1;
 
current_RUU = 1;
 
info ("Giving priority to branches and load/stores");
 
break;
 

case 'o':
 
file_output = TRUE;
 
sscanf(getopt_arg, "%[^:]", output_file_name);
 
break;
 

case 'z':
 
break;
 

}
 

}
 

void
 
sim_config(FILE *stream)
 

if (icache)
 
cache_config(icache, stream);
 

if (dcache)
 
cache_config(dcache, stream);
 

if (pred)
 
bpred_config(pred, stream);
 

#if 0
 
info("issuing up to %d instructions per cycle", issue_width);
 
info("cache miss latency = %d cycles", blk_access_latency);
 
info("mis-prediction penalty = %d cycles", num_cycle_MP);
 
if (flush_on_syscalls)
 

info("flushing D-cache on system calls...");
 
else
 

info("running system calls through warm D-cache...");
 
if (tlb)
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cache_config(t1b, stream);
 
else
 

info("using no predictor...");
 
if (contiguous_fetch)
 
info("breaking I-fetch on branches...");
 

else
 
info("*not* breaking I-fetch on branches...");
 

#endif
 

/* set to non-zero when simulator should dump statistics */
 
int sim_dump_stats = FALSE;
 

void
 
sim_stats(FILE *stream)
 

int i=0;
 

extern time_t start_time;
 
time_t elapsed = MAX(time((time_t *)NULL) start_time, 1);
 

if (file_output == TRUE)
 

ofp = fopen (output_file_name, "a");
 
fprintf(ofp, "\n\n");
 
fprintf(ofp,.******************************************************\n);
 

fprintf(ofp, "* Begining of new record *\n");
 
fprintf(ofp,******************************************************\n.);
 

fprintf(ofp, "Cmd line: ");
 

for (i=0; i<copy_of_argc; i++)
 
fprintf(ofp, "%s ", copy_of_argv[i]);
 

fprintf(ofp, "\n");
 

fprintf(ofp, "Simulator: %d RUU of size %d, LSQ size %d\n",
 
number_of_RUU, RUU_size, LSQ_size);
 

fprintf(ofp, " fetch width:%d issue width:%d, commit widthAd\n\n",
 
ruu_decode_width, ruu_issue_width, ruu_writeback_width);
 

fprintf(ofp, "sim: Executed %.0f instructions (%.0f)\n",
 
(double)num_insn, (double)num_total_insn);
 

fprintf(ofp, "sim: Executed %.0f cycles\n",
 
(double) cycle);
 

fprintf(ofp, "sim: IPC: %f CPI: %f\n",
 
(double)num_insn/(double)cycle, (double)cycle/(double)num_insn);
 

fprintf(ofp, "sim: accessed (data) memory %.0f times (%.0f loads %.0f
 
stores)\n", (double)num_refs, (double)num_loads,
 
(double)(num_refs-num_loads));
 

fprintf(ofp, "sim: simulation time %s (%f insts/sec)\n",
:
 

elapsed_time(elapsed), (double)num_insn/(double)elapsed);
 
fprintf(ofp, "sim: number of branches %.0f (%f insts/branch)\n",
:
 

(double)num_branches, (double)num_insn/(double)num_branches);
 
fprintf(ofp, "sim: number of mis-speculation %.0f\n",
:
 

(double) mis_speculation_count);
 
fprintf(ofp, "sim: number of wasted inst %.0f\n",
:
 

(double)wasted_instruction);
 
fprintf(ofp, "sim: average RUU usage %.2f\n",
:
 

(double) RUU_usage_count/(double)cycle);
 
fprintf(ofp, "sim: average LSQ usage %.2f\n",
:
 

(double)LSQ_usage_count/(double)cycle);
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fprintf(ofp,
 
(double)
 

fprintf(ofp,
 
(double)
 

fprintf(ofp,
 
(double)
 

fprintf(ofp,
 
(double)
 

fprintf(ofp,
 
(double)
 

fprintf(ofp,
 
(double)
 

fprintf(ofp,
 
(double)
 

fprintf(ofp,
 
(double)
 

fprintf(ofp,
 
(double)
 

fprintf(ofp,
 
(double)
 

if (icache)
 

"sim: average fetch count %.2f %.0f\n",
:
 

fetch_count/(double)cycle, (double)fetch_count);
 
"sim: average dispatch count %.2f %.0f\n",
:
 

num_total_insn/(double)cycle, (double)num_total_insn);
 
"sim: average issue to FU count %.2f %.0f\n",
:
 

issue_count/(double)cycle, (double)issue_count);
 
"sim: average writeback count %.2f %.0f\n",
:
 

writeback_count/(double)cycle, (double)writeback_count);
 
"sim: average commit count %.2f %.0f\n",
:
 

commit_count/(double)cycle, (double)commit_count);
 
"sim: average int_fu usage [4]
 :
 

int_fu_usage/(double)cycle);
 
"sim: average int_mult/div [1]
 :
 

int_MULT_DIV_usage/(double) cycle);
 
"sim: average mem port [2]
 :
 

memory_port_usage/(double) cycle);
 
"sim: average FP adder [4]
 :
 

FP_adder_usage/(double)cycle);
 
"sim: average FP Mult/div [1]
 :
 

FP_MULT_DIV_usage/(double) cycle);
 

%.2f\n",
 

%.2f\n",
 

%.2f\n",
 

%.2f\n",
 

%.2f\n",
 

cache_stats(icache, ofp);
 

if (dcache)
 
cache_stats(dcache, ofp);
 

if (pred)
 
bpred_stats(pred, ofp);
 

fprintf(ofp, "B/W: %.0f access %.0f mis-spec %f%% overhead\n",
 
(double)(ruu_cache_accesses+ruu_extra_cache_accesses),
 
( double) ruu_extra_cache_accesses,
 
100.0 * (double)ruu_extra_cache_accesses/(double)ruu_cache_accesses);
 

fprintf(ofp, "B/W no reg: %.0f access %.0f mis-spec %f%% overhead\n",
 
(double)(ruu_cache_accesses+(
 
ruu_extra_cache_accesses_ruu_one_non_reg)),
 
(double)(ruu_extra_cache_accesses-ruu_one_non_reg),
 
100.0 * (double)(ruu_extra_cache_accesses

ruu_one_non_reg)/(double)ruu_cache_accesses);
 

fprintf(ofp,
 
100.0 *
 
100.0 *
 
100.0 *
 

fprintf(ofp,
 
100.0 *
 
100.0 *
 
100.0 *
 

fprintf(ofp,
 
100.0 *
 
100.0 *
 
100.0 *
 

ruu_
 

fprintf(ofp,
 
100.0 *
 
100.0 *
 

"loads: %f%% disp %f%% direct %f%% R+R\n",
 
(double)ruu_num_disp_loads/(double)num_loads,
 
(double)ruu_num_direct_loads/(double)num_loads,
 
(double)ruu_num_rr_loads/(double)num_loads);
 

"stores: %f%% disp %f%% direct %f%% R+R\n",
 
(double)ruu_num_disp_stores/(double)(num_refs-num_loads),
 
(double)ruu_num_direct_stores/(double)(num_refs-num_loads),
 
(double)ruu_num_rr_stores/(double)(num_refs-num_loads));
 

"loads: %f%% gp %f%% sp %f%% general\n",
 
(double)ruu_num_direct_loads/(double)num_loads,
 
(double)ruu_num_sp_loads/(double)num_loads,
 
(double)(num_loads-ruu_num_sp_loads
num_direct_loads)/(double)num_loads);
 

"stores: %f%% gp %f%% sp %f%% general\n",
 
(double)ruu_num_direct_stores/(double)(num_refs-num_loads),
 
(double)ruu_num_sp_stores/(double)(num_refs-num_loads),
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100.0 * (double)((num_refs-num_loads)
ruu_num_sp_stores-ruu_num_direct_stores)/
 
(double)(num_refs-num_loads));
 

if (file_output == TRUE)
 

fclose (ofp);
 

/* functional unit resource pool */
 
static struct res_pool *fu_pool = NULL;
 
/* functional unit resource configuration */
 
struct res_desc fu_config[] = (
 

"integer-ALU",
 
4,
 

0,
 

{ IntALU, 1, 1 }
 

},
 

"int-MULT/DIV",
 
1,
 

0,
 

{ IntMULT, 3, 1 },
 

{ IntDIV, 20, 19 }
 

"memory-port",
 
2,
 

0,
 

{ RdPort, 1, 1 },
 

{ WrPort, 1, 1 }
 

"FP-adder",
 
4,
 

0,
 

{ FloatADD, 2, 1 }, 

{ FloatCMP, 2, 1 }, 

{ FloatCVT, 2, 1 } 

},
 

"FP-MULT/DIV",
 
1,
 

0,
 

{ FloatMULT, 4, 1 },
 

{ FloatDIV, 12, 12 },
 

{ FloatSQRT, 24, 24 }
 

};
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/* number of free load/store pipes in the last cycle */
 
static int ruu_free_ldst_fu_last_cycle;
 

/* service all functional unit release events */
 
static void
 
ruu_release_fu(void)
 

int i;
 

ruu_free_ldst_fu_last_cycle = 0;
 
for (i=0; i<fu_pool->num_resources; i++)
 

/* is this a free load/store pipe? */
 
if (fu_pool->resources[i].x[0].class == RdPort
 

&& fu_pool->resources[i].busy == 0)
 
ruu_free_ldst_fu_last_cycle++;
 

/* counting off an extra cache access? */
 
if (fu_pool->resources[i].x[0].class == RdPort)
 

if (fupool->resources[i].busy > 1)
 
ruu_extra_cache_accesses++;
 

if (fupool->resources[i].busy == 1)
 
ruu_cache_accesses++;
 

} 

/* resource is released when BUSY hits zero */
 
if (fupool->resources[i].busy > 0)
 
fupool->resources[i].busy--;
 

/* reservation station link: element of a RUU reservation station list, since
 
entries in the RUU can be squashed and reused without regard for the lists
 
that point to it, a link is not valid unless the link tag number matches
 
the RUU reservation tag number */
 

struct RS_link {
 
struct RS_link *next; /* next entry in list */
 
struct RUU_station *rs; /* referenced RUU resv station */
 
int RUU_station_number;
 
INST_TAG_TYPE tag; /* inst instance sequence number */
 
union {
 

SS_TIME_TYPE when; /* time stamp of entry (for eventq) */
 
INST_SEQ_TYPE seq; /* inst sequence */
 
int opnum; /* input/output operand number */
 

} x;
 

);
 

/* RS link free list */
 
static struct RS_link *rslink_free_list;
 

/* total RS links allocated at program start */
 
#define MAX_RS_LINKS 2048
 

/* NULL value for an RS link */
 
#define RSLINK_NULL ((struct RS_link){ NULL, NULL, 0 })
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/* NULL value for an RS link */
 
#define RSLINK_INIT(RS) ((struct RS_link){ NULL, (RS), (RS)->tag ))
 

*/
/* non-zero if RS link is NULL
 
#define RSLINK_IS_NULL(LINK) ((LINK) ->rs == NULL)
 

/* non-zero if RS link is to a valid (non-squashed) entry */
 
#define RSLINK_VALID(LINK) ((LINK)->tag == (LINK)->rs->tag)
 

/* extra RUU reservation station pointer */
 
#define RSLINK_RS(LINK) ((LINK)->rs)
 

/* get a new RS link record */
 
#define RSLINK_NEW(RS)
 

({ struct RS_link *n_link;
 
if (!rslink_free_list)
 
panic("out of RS links");
 

n_link = rslink_free_list;
 
rslink_free_list = rslink_free_list->next;
 
n_link->next = NULL;
 
n_link->rs = (RS); n_link->tag = n_link->rs->tag;
 
n_link;
 

/* free an RS link record */
 
#define RSLINK_FREE(LINK)
 

({	 struct RS_link *f_link = (LINK);
 
f_link->rs = NULL; f_link->tag = 0;
 
f_link->next = rslink_free_list;
 
rslink_free_list = f_link;
 

})
 

/* free an RS link list */
 
#define RSLINK_FREE_LIST(LINK)
 

({ struct RS_link *fl_link, *fl_link_next;
 
for (fl_link=(LINK); fl_link; fl_link=fl_link_next)
 

fl_link_next = fl_link->next;
 
RSLINK_FREE(f1_11nk);
 

}	 \ 

void
 
rslink_init(int nlinks)
 

int i;
 
struct RS_link *link;
 

rslink_free_list = NULL;
 
for (i=0; i<nlinks; i++)
 

link = calloc(1, sizeof(struct RS_link));
 
if (!link)
 
fatal("out of virtual memory");
 
link->next = rslink_free_list;
 
rslink_free_list = link;
 

/* pending event queue, sorted from soonest to latest event (in time) */
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static struct RS_link *event_queue;
 

/* initialize the event queue structures */
 
static void
 
eventq_init(void)
 

event_queue = NULL;
 

/* insert an event for RS into the event queue, event queue is sorted from
 
earliest to latest event, event and associated side-effects will be
 
apparent at the start of cycle WHEN */
 

static void
 
eventq_queue_event(struct RUU_station *rs, SS_TIME_TYPE when)
 

struct RS_link *prev, *ev, *new_ev;
 

if (rs->completed)
 
panic("Cycle %.0f: event completed", (double) cycle);
 

if (when <= cycle)
 
panic("Cycle %.0f: event occurred in the past", (double) cycle);
 

/* get a free event record */
 
new_ev = RSLINK_NEW(rs);
 
new_ev->x.when = when;
 

/* locate insertion point */
 
for (prev=NULL, ev=event_queue;
 

ev && ev->x.when < when;
 
prev=ev, ev=ev->next);
 

if (prey)
 

/* insert middle or end */
 
new_ev->next = prev->next;
 
prev->next = new_ev;
 

else
 

/* insert at beginning */
 
new_ev->next = event_queue;
 
event_queue = new_ev;
 

}
 

/* return the next event that has already occurred, returns NULL when all
 
remaining events are in the future */
 

static struct RUU_station *
 
eventq_next_event(void)
 

struct RS_link *ev;
 

if (event_queue && event_queue->x.when <= cycle)
 

/* unlink and return first event on priority list */
 
ev = event_queue;
 
event_queue = event_queue->next;
 

/* event still valid? */
 
if (RSLINK_VALID(ev))
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struct RUU_station *rs = RSLINK_RS(ev);
 

/* reclaim event record */
 
RSLINK_FREE(ev);
 

/* event is valid, return resv station */
 
return rs;
 

else
 

/* reclaim event record */
 
RSLINK_FREE(ev);
 

/* receiving inst was squashed, return next event */
 
return eventq_next_event();
 

else
 

/* no event or no event is ready */
 
return NULL;
 

/* RS ready queue: all entries have register and memory input dependencies
 
satisfied, entries may be issued whenever resources are available, entries
 
may get squashed while in this list, ready queue is fully constructed
 
each cycle before any operation is issued from it this ensures that
 
instruction issue priorities are observed properly
 

*/
 

static struct RS_link *ready_queue;
 

/* initialize the event queue structures */
 
static void
 
readyq_init(void)
 

ready_queue = NULL;
 

/* insert ready node into the ready list */
 
static void
 
readyq_enqueue(struct RUU_station *rs)
 

struct RS_link *prey, *node, *new_node;
 

/* node is now queued */
 
if (rs->queued)
 

panic("Cycle %.0f: node is already queued", (double) cycle);
 

rs->queued = TRUE;
 

/* get a free ready list node */
 
new_node = RSLINK_NEW(rs);
 
new_node->x.seq = rs->seq;
 

/* locate insertion point */
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if (rs->in_LSQ II SS_OP_FLAGS(rs->op) & (F_LONGLATIF_CTRL))
 

/* insert loads/stores and long latency ops at the head of the queue
 
prey = NULL;
 
node = ready_queue;
 

else
 

/* otherwise insert in program order (earliest seq first)
 
for (prev=NULL, node=ready_queue;
 

node && node->x.seq < rs->seq;
 
prev=node, node=node->next);
 

)
 

if (prey)
 

/* insert middle or end */
 
new_node->next = prev->next;
 
prev->next = new_node;
 

else
 

/* insert at beginning */
 
new_node->next = ready_queue;
 
ready_queue = new_node;
 

static void
 
lsq_refresh(void)
 

int i, index;
 

/* scan entire queue for ready loads: scan from oldest instruction
 
(head) until we reach the tail or an unresolved store, after which no
 
other instruction will become ready */
 

for (i=0, index=LSQ_head;
 
i < LSQ_num;
 
i++, index=(index + 1) % LSQ_size)
 

/* ignore entry? */
 

if (/* completed? */LSQ[index].completed)
 
continue;
 

/* terminate search for ready loads after first unresolved store,
 
as no later load could be resolved in its presence */
 

if (/* store? */
 
((SS_OP_FLAGS(LSQ[index].op) & (F_MEMIF_STORE)) == (F_MEMIF_STORE))
 
&& /* unresolved */!STORE_ADDR_READY(&LSQ[index]))
 

break;
 

if (/* load? */
 
((SS_OP_FLAGS(LSQ[index].op) & (F_MEMIF_LOAD)) == (F_MEMIF_LOAD))
 
&& /* queued? */!LSQ[index].queued
 
&& /* waiting? */!LSQ[index].issued
 
&& /* regs ready? */OPERANDS_READY(&LSQ[index]))
 

http:SS_OP_FLAGS(LSQ[index].op
http:SS_OP_FLAGS(LSQ[index].op
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/* no conflict, put the load on the ready queue */
 
readyq_enqueue(&LSQ[index]);
 

/*************************************************************************/
 
*/
/* Issue stage
 

/*************************************************************************/
 
*/
/* Attempt to issue all operations in the ready list
 
*/
/*
 
*/
/* This function include a quick hack of the orginal SimpleScalar
 

/* to do the following:
 */
 

*/
/* 1) Be able to issue one of the RUU's. Which one to issue
 
*/
/* from is determined by a global variable current_RUU.
 
*/
/* At the end of a cycle, the current_RUU counter is
 

/* incremented, thus issuing form the next RUU at the *1
 
*/
/* next cycle.
 

/* 2) If the Priority flag is set, at every cycle, issue
 */
 

*/
/* stage will not only issue from the current_RUU but also
 
/* from RUU[0] which holds all the branches and load/stores
 */
 

*/
/* when the Priority flag is set.
 
/*************************************************************************/
 

static void
 
ruu_issue(void)
 

int i,
 
load_lat,
 
cnt=0; /* used to count # inst issue in this cycle */
 

struct RS_link *node, *next_node;
 
struct res_template *fu;
 

/* copy and then blow away the ready list */
 
node = ready_queue;
 
ready_queue = NULL;
 

/* scans the ready_queue */
 
for (; node; node = next_node)
 

next_node = node->next;
 

/* Issue the current instruction if it is ready (i.e. RUU_issue_delay
 
is zero) and instruction is in the RUU that we are currently
 
issuing from.
 
If the Priority flag is set we also want to issue from RUU[0] */
 

if ((node->rs->RUU_issue_delay == 0
 
&& node->rs->RUU_station_number == current_RUU
 
&& cnt < ruu_issue_width) 11
 

(node->rs->RUU_station_number == 0
 
&& Priority == 1
 
&& cnt <= ruu_issue_width))
 

/* still valid? */
 
if (RSLINK_VALID(node))
 

struct RUU_station *rs = RSLINK_RS(node);
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cnt++;
 

/* issue operation, both reg and mem deps have been satisfied */
 
if (!OPERANDS_READY(rs) II !rs->queued
 

I I 

rs->issued II rs->completed)
 
{
 

panic("Cycle %.0f: issued inst !ready, issued, or completed",
 
(double) cycle);
 

/* node is now un-queued */
 
rs->queued = FALSE;
 

if (rs->in_LSQ &&
 
((SS_OP_FLAGS(rs->op) & (F_MEMIF_STORE)) == (F_MEMIF_STORE)))
 

cnt --; /* Mem ops have 2 entry only count one */
 

/* stores complete in effectively zero time, result is
 
written into the load/store queue */
 

rs->issued = TRUE;
 
rs->completed = TRUE;
 

if (rs->onames[0] II rs->onames[1])
 
panic("Cycle %.0f: store creates result", (double)cycle);
 

if (rs->recover_inst)
 
panic("Cycle %.0f: mis-predicted store", (double)cycle);
 

else
 

/* issue the instruction to a functional unit */
 
if (SS_OP_FUCLASS(rs->op) != NA)
 

fu = res_get(fu_pool, SS_OP_FUCLASS(rs->op));
 
if (fu)
 

/* issue inst to functional unit */
 
rs->issued = TRUE;
 

/* reserve the functional unit */
 
if (fu->master->busy)
 
panic("Cycle %.0f: functional unit already in use",
 

(double) cycle);
 

/* schedule functional unit release event */
 
fu->master->busy = fu->issuelat;
 

/* schedule a result event */
 
if (rs->in_LSQ
 

&& ((SS_OP_FLAGS(rs->op) & (F_MEMIF_LOAD))
 
== (F_MEMIF_LOAD)))
 

/* determine cache access latency: scan LSQ
 */
 

load_lat = 0;
 
i = (rs LSQ);
 
if (i != LSQ_head)
 

for (;;)
 

/* go to next earlier LSQ entry */
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i = (i + (LSQ_size-1)) % LSQ_size;
 

if ((SS_OP_FLAGS(LSQ[i].op) & F_STORE)
 
&& (LSQ[i].addr == rs->addr))
 

/* hit in the LSQ */
 
load_lat = 1;
 
break;
 

/* scan finished? */
 
if (i == LSQ_head)
 

break;
 

} 

if (!load_lat)
 

/* go to the data cache */
 
if (dcache
 

&& (rs->addr >= ld_data_base
 
&& rs->addr < ld_stack_base))
 

/* access the cache if non-faulting */
 
load_lat =
 

cache_access(dcache, Read,
 
(rs->addr & -3), NULL, 4,
 
cycle, NULL, NULL);
 

else
 
load_lat = fu->oplat;
 

/* use deterministic functional unit latency */
 
eventq_queue_event(rs, cycle + load_lat);
 

else
 

/* use deterministic functional unit latency */
 
eventq_queue_event(rs, cycle + fu->oplat);
 

else
 

/* insufficient functional unit resources, put op back
 
onto the ready list */
 
cnt --;
 

readyg_engueue(rs);
 
}
 

else
 

/* FIXME: need better solution for these */
 
/* issue inst to functional unit */
 
rs->issued = TRUE;
 

/* schedule a result event */
 
eventq_queue_event(rs, cycle + 1);
 

http:SS_OP_FLAGS(LSQ[i].op
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else
 

/* else, RUU entry was squashed */
 

)
 

else
 

/* Inst ready but not in RUU that we are issuing from or inst
 
not ready yet (i.e. inst_delay_count != 0, if node is still
 
valid (i.e. not squashed) put it back in queue */
 

if (RSLINK_VALID(node))
 

struct RUU_station *rs = RSLINK_RS(node);
 
rs->queued = FALSE;
 
readyq_enqueue(rs);
 

)
 

/* reclaim ready list entry */
 
RSLINK_FREE(node);
 

/* collet stats */
 
issue_count = issue_count + cnt;
 

/* create vector, maps a logical register to a creator in the RUU (and
 
specific output operand) or the architected register file (if RS_link
 
is NULL) */
 

struct CV_link {
 
struct RUU_station *rs; /* creator's reservation station */
 
int odep_num; /* specific output operand */
 

};
 

#define CVLINK_NULL ((struct CV_link)( NULL, 0 })
 

#define CVLINK_NEW(RS,ONUM) ((struct CV_link)( (RS), (ONUM) ))
 

#define CV_BMAP_SZ (BITMAP_SIZE(SS_TOTAL_REGS))
 
static BITMAP_TYPE(SS_TOTAL_REGS, use_spec_cv);
 
static struct CV_link create_vector[SS_TOTAL_REGS];
 
static SS_TIME_TYPE create_vector_rt[SS_TOTAL_REGS];
 
static struct CV_link spec_create_vector[SS_TOTAL_REGS];
 
static SS_TIME_TYPE spec_create_vector_rt[SS_TOTAL_REGS];
 

#define CREATE_VECTOR(N) (BITMAP_SET_P(use_spec_cv, CV_BMAP_SZ, (N))\
 
? spec_create_vector[N]
 
:
 create_vector[N])
 

#define CREATE_VECTOR_RT(N) (BITMAP_SET_P(use_spec_cv, CV_BMAP_SZ, (N))\
 
? spec_create_vector_rt[N]
 
:
 create_vector_rt[N])
 

#define SET_CREATE_VECTOR(N L) (spec_mode
,
 

? (BITMAP_SET(use_spec_cv, CV_BMAP_SZ, (N)),\
 
spec_create_vector[N] = (L)) \
 

(create_vector[N] = (L)))
 
void
 
cv_init(void)
 

int i;
 

for (i=0; i<SS_TOTAL_REGS; i++)
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create_vector[i] = CVLINK_NULL;
 
create_vector_rt[i] = 0;
 
spec_create_vector[i] = CVLINK_NULL;
 
spec_create_vector_rt[i] = 0;
 

BITMAP_CLEAR_MAP(use_spec_cv, CV_BMAP_SZ);
 

/******#******************************************************************/ 
/* Writeback stage */
 
/*************************************************************************/
 

*/
/* This function write back completed ops from the functional units to
 
/* RUU. It does so by looking at the event_queue which holds a list of */
 

*/
/* completed instructions. The first item is removed from the
 
*/
/* event_queue, if the inst is speculative, we write the result to
 
*/
/* the speculative register and mark it, so that future inst will know
 

/* where to get their operands from. If the inst is non-speculative just */
 
/* writes to architecture reg file. Next we follow the output dependent */
 

*/
/* chain of the current inst and fill in the operand of all inst that
 
/* is dependent on the current inst. If all operands of the target inst */
 

/* are ready after this update on it's input dependency, we put it in
 */
 

*/
 

/*************************************************************************/

/* the ready_queue to be issued to the FUs
 

static void
 
ruu_writeback(void)
 

int i,
 
cnt=0;
 

struct RUU_station *rs;
 

/* service completed events */
 
while ((rs = eventq_next_event()))
 

/* RS has completed execution and (possibly) produced a result */
 
if (!OPERANDS_READY(rs) 11 rs->queued 11 !rs->issued II rs->completed)
 
panic("Cycle %.0f: inst completed and !ready, !issued, or completed",
 

(double) cycle);
 

/* non-speculative result */
 
rs->completed = TRUE;
 

cnt++; /* count the number of inst written back in current cycle */
 

/* mis-predicted branch? */
 
if (rs->recover_inst)
 

if (rs->in_LSQ)
 
panic("mis-predicted load or store''21' ");
 

/* recover processor state and reinit fetch to correct path */
 
ruu_recover(rs->sequence_tag);
 
tracer_recover();
 

/* stall fetch until I-fetch and I-decode recover */
 
ruu_fetch_issue_delay = ruu_branch_penalty;
 

/* continue writeback of the branch/control instruction */
 
}
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/* broadcast results to consuming operations
 
for (i=0; i<MAX_ODEPS; i++)
 

if (rs->onames[i] != NA)
 

struct CV_link link;
 
struct RS_link *olink, *olink_next;
 

if (rs->spec_mode)
 

/* update the create vector, future operations get value from
 
later creator or architected register file */
 

link = spec_create_vector[rs->onames[i]];
 
if (/* !NULL */link.rs
 

&& /* refs RS */(link.rs == rs && link.odep_num == i))
 

spec_create_vector[rs->onames[i]] = CVLINK_NULL;
 
spec_create_vector_rt[rs->onames[i]] = cycle;
 

/* else, creator invalidated or there is another creator */
 

else
 

/* update the create vector, future operations get value from
 
later creator or architected register file */
 

link = create_vector[rs->onames[iJ];
 
if (/* !NULL */link.rs
 

&& /* refs RS */(link.rs == rs && link.odep_num == i))
 

create_vector[rs->onames[i]] = CVLINK_NULL;
 
create_vector_rt[rs->onames[i]] = cycle;
 

/* else, creator invalidated or there is another creator
 

/* walk output list, queue up ready operations */
 
for (olink=rs->odep_list[i]; olink; olink=olink_next)
 

if (RSLINK_VALID(olink))
 

if (olink->rs->idep_ready[olink->x.opnum])
 
panic("Cycle %.0f: output dependence already satisfied",
 

(double) cycle);
 

/* input is now ready */
 
olink->rs->idep_ready[olink->x.opnum] = TRUE;
 

if (OPERANDS_READY(olink->rs))
 

if (!olink->rs->in_LSQ
 
USS_OP_FLAGS(olink->rs->op)&(F_MEMIF_STORE))
 

== (F_MEMIF_STORE)))
 

readyq_enqueue(olink->rs);
 

/* else, ld op, issued when no mem conflict */
 

/* grab link to next element prior to free
 
olink_next = olink->next;
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/* free dependence link element */
 
RSLINK_FREE(olink);
 

/* blow away the consuming op list */
 
rs->odep_list[i] = NULL;
 

) 

/* collect stats for the writeback stage */
 
writeback_count = writeback_count + cnt;
 

/* Commit stage: commit entries from the RUU to the architected reg file */
 

/* The orginal SS only have one RUU, there is no problem finding the correct
 
inst. However this version of SS have the ability to simulate multiple
 
RUU's. Thus this function include a quick hack of the orginal SimpleScalar
 
to find the correct inst to commit.
 

To do this a global variable called oldest_instruction is kept. At the
 
commit stage, the head of all the RUUs are scanned looking for an inst
 
with it's instruction_tag equal to the oldest_instruction. On finding
 
a match, if the inst has already completed, commit, increment
 
oldest_instrection and continue search. However if the inst is dot
 
done yet, stop. The function will also exit if all the RUUs are empty.*/
 

static void
 
ruu_commit(void)
 

int cnt=0,
 
j=0,
 

break_out=FALSE,
 
empty_RUU_count=0;
 

/* all values must be retired to the architected reg file in program order
 
will get out of this loop when the oldest instruction is not completed */
 

while (cnt < ruu_writeback_width)
 

empty_RUU_count = 0;
 

/* stop searching for inst to commit when all RUU are empty
 
if this is not here there will be an infinite loop if all the
 
RUUs are empty. */
 

for (j=0; j< number_of_RUU; j++)
 
empty_RUU_count = empty_RUU_count + RUU_num[j];
 

if (empty_RUU_count <= 0)
 
break;
 

/* Need to find the oldest instruction, scan the head of all RUU */
 
for (j=0; j< number_of_RUU && cnt < ruu_writeback_width; j++)
 

/* If the RUU we are looking at is empty (<0) do nothing */
 
if (RUU_num[j] > 0)
 

if (RUU[j][RUU_head[j]].sequence_tag == oldest_instruction)
 

/* found the oldest instruction, if this is ready to
 
already completed execution then commit */
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if (!RUU[j][RUU_head[j]].completed)
 

/* oldest instruction not done yet, cannot go on */
 
/* this is a 2 level loop, check break_out at the end of
 

this loop to see if we need to exit */
 
break_out = TRUE;
 
break;
 

/* Oldest inst completed, start top commit inst */
 
/* load/stores must retire load/store queue entry as well*/
 
if (RUU[j][RUU_head[j]].ea_comp)
 

/* load/store, retire head of LSQ as well */
 
if (LSQ_num<=0 II !LSQ[LSQ_head].in_LSQ II
 

LSQ[LSQ_head].sequence_tag !=
 
RUU[j][RUU_head[j]].sequence_tag)
 

panic("Cycle %.0f: RUU out of sync with LSQ",
 
(double) cycle);
 

/* load/store operation must be complete */
 
if (!LSQ[LSQ_head].completed)
 

/* load/store operation is not yet complete */
 
/* this is a 2 level loop, check break_out at the end
 

of this loop to see if we need to exit */
 

break_out = TRUE;
 
break;
 

if ((SS_OP_FLAGS(LSQ[LSQ_head].op) & (F_MEMIF_STORE))
 
== (F_MEMIF_STORE))
 

struct res_template *fu;
 

/* try to get a store port (FU allocation)*/
 
fu = res_get(fu_pool,
 

SS_OP_FUCLASS(LSQ[LSQ_head].op));
 
if (fu)
 

/* reserve the functional unit */
 
if (fu->master->busy)
 

panic("Cycle %.0f: FU already in use",
 
(double) cycle);
 

/* schedule functional unit release event */
 
fu->master->busy = fu->issuelat;
 

/* go to the data cache */
 
if (dcache)
 

*/
/* commit store value to D-cache
 
cache_access(dcache, Write,
 

(LSQ[LSQ_head].addr & -3),
 
NULL, 4, cycle, NULL, NULL);
 

} 

else
 

/* no store ports left */
 

http:SS_OP_FUCLASS(LSQ[LSQ_head].op
http:SS_OP_FLAGS(LSQ[LSQ_head].op
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/* this is a 2 level loop, check break_out at the
 
end of this loop to see if we need to exit */
 

break_out = TRUE;
 
break;
 

}
 

/* invalidate load/store operation instance */
 
LSQ[LSQ_head].tag++;
 
LSQ[LSQ_head].valid = 0;
 

/* commit head of LSQ as well */
 
LSQ_head = (LSQ_head + 1) % LSQ_size;
 
LSQ_num--;
 

/* invalidate RUU operation instance
 
RUU[j][RUU_head[j]].tag++;
 
RUU[j][RUU_head[j]].valid = 0;
 

/* commit head entry of RUU */
 
RUU_head[j] = (RUU_head[j] + 1) % RUU_size;
 
RUU_num[j]--;
 

cnt ++;
 

/* increment the oldest inst pointer */
 
oldest_instruction ++;
 
if (oldest_instruction >= number_of_RUU * RUU_size)
 

oldest_instruction = 0;
 

/* else do nothing because RUU[j] head is not done yet */
 

}/* end if (RUU_num[j] > 0) */
 

/* else do nothing because RUU_unm[j] is empty. */
 

)/* end for (j=0; j< number_of_RUU; j++) */
 

if (break_out == TRUE)
 

break_out = FALSE;
 
break;
 

}/* end while (1) */
 

/* collect stat for commit stage, will not be counted as they do not go
 
this far (see dispatch stage) */
 

commit_count = commit_count + cnt;
 

/* recover processor state to just after completion of branch at BRANCH_INDEX
 
in the RUU */
 

/* Like the previous function (commit) because this instruction may have more
 
then one RUU. When there is a mis-speculation, we have to recover from
 
all the RUUs. To do this we make used of the sequence_tag field of each
 
RUU entry. This function is passed the sequence_tag of the mis-speculated
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branch. It then scans the tail of each RUU looking for the newest
 
instruction, this information is kept in a global variable
 
newest_instruction. When the newest instruction is found, it is squashed,
 
the newest_instruction pointer decrememted, and the search continues
 
until we reach the instructino where it's sequence_tag equals to the
 
branch sequence tag passed to this function */
 

void
 
ruu_recover(int seq_number)
 

int i,
 

J,
 

RUU_index,
 
LSQ_index,
 
cnt=0,
 
compare;
 

/* recover from tail towards head until the branch index is reached,
 
this direction ensures that the LSQ remains synchronized with
 
the RUU */
 

compare = newest_instruction - 1;
 
if (compare < 0)
 

compare = (number_of_RUU * RUU_size)-1;
 

/* go to first element to squash */
 
while(compare != seq_number)
 

/* trying to find the first element (the newest) to squash */
 
for (j=0; j<number_of_RUU; j++)
 

RUU_index = (RUU_tail[j] + (RUU_size-1)) % RUU_size;
 
LSQ_index = (LSQ_tail + (LSQ_size-1)) % LSQ_size;
 

/* need this because newest_instruction is always pointing to one
 
after the last instruction in the RUU */
 

compare = newest_instruction 1;
 

if (compare < 0)
 
compare = (number_of_RUU * RUU_size)-1;
 

/* see if this is the newest instruction */
 
if (( RUU[j][RUU_index].sequence_tag) == compare
 

&& RUU[j][RUU_index].sequence_tag != seq_number
 
&& RUU_num[j] > 0)
 

/* found the instruction we need to squash */
 
if (RUU[j][RUU_index].sequence_tag == seq_number)
 

panic ("Cycle %.0f: Why squashing the CTRL inst itself?",
 
(double) cycle);
 

if (RUU[j][RUU_index].ea_comp)
 

if (!LSQ_num)
 
panic("Cycle %.0f: RUU and LSQ out of sync",
 

(double) cycle);
 

if (LSQ[LSQ_index].sequence_tag !=
 
RUU[j][RUU_index].sequence_tag)
 

panic("Cycle %.0f: RUU and LSQ out of sync",
 
(double) cycle);
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/* recover any resources */
 
for (i=0; i<MAX_ODEPS; i++)
 

RSLINK_FREE_LIST(LSQ[LSQ_index].odep_list[i]);
 
/* blow away the consuming op list */
 
LSQ[LSQ_index].odep_list[i] = NULL;
 

/* squash this entry */
 
LSQ[LSQ_index].tag++;
 
LSQ[LSQ_index].valid = 0;
 

/* go to next earlier slot */
 
LSQ_tail = LSQ_index;
 
LSQ_num--;
 

)
 

/* recover any resources */
 
for (i=0; i<MAX_ODEPS; i++)
 
{
 

RSLINK_FREE_LIST(RUU[j][RUU_index].odep_list[i]);
 
/* blow away the consuming op list */
 
RUU[j][RUU_index].odep_list[i] = NULL;
 

/* squash this entry */
 
RUU[j][RUU_index].tag++;
 
RUU[j][RUU_index].valid = 0;
 

/* go to next earlier slot */
 
RUU_tail[j] = RUU_index;
 
RUU_num[j]--;
 

cnt ++;
 

newest_instruction = compare;
 
instruction_tag = compare;
 

) 

) 

/* collect stat */
 
compare = newest_instruction 1;
 

if (compare < 0)
 
compare = (number_of_RUU * RUU_size)-1;
 

wasted_instruction = wasted_instruction + cnt;
 
/* revert back to last precise create vector state */
 
BITMAP_CLEAR_MAP(use_spec_cv, CV_BMAP_SZ);
 

}
 

/* processor register state, precise and speculative */
 
#define R_BMAP_SZ (BITMAP_SIZE(SS_NUM_REGS))
 
static BITMAP_TYPE(SS_NUM_REGS, use_spec_R);
 
static SS_WORD_TYPE spec_regs_R[SS_NUM_REGS];
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#define F_BMAP_SZ (BITMAP_SIZE(SS_NUM_REGS))
 
static BITMAP_TYPE(SS_NUM_REGS, use_spec_F);
 
static union regs_FP spec_regs_F;
 

static int use_spec_HI;
 
static SS_WORD_TYPE spec_regs_HI;
 
static int use_spec_LO;
 
static SS_WORD_TYPE spec_regs_LO;
 
static int use_spec_FCC;
 
static int spec_regs_FCC;
 

static SS_ADDR_TYPE pred_PC;
 
static SS_ADDR_TYPE recover_PC;
 

static SS_ADDR_TYPE fetch_regs_PC;
 
static SS_ADDR_TYPE fetch_pred_PC;
 

/* processor memory state, precise and speculative */
 

/* speculative memory table, access through this table when accessing memory
 
in speculative mode, flush the table when recovering from mispredicted
 
branches */
 

struct spec_mem_ent {
 
struct spec_mem_ent *next;
 
SS_ADDR_TYPE addr;
 
unsigned long data;
 

};
 

/* hash size must be a power-of-two value */
 
#define STORE_HASH_SIZE 32
 

static struct spec_mem_ent *store_htable[STORE_HASH_SIZE];
 

static struct spec_mem_ent *bucket_free_list = NULL;
 

#define HASH_ADDR(ADDR)
 
((((ADDR) » 24)^((ADDR) » 16)A((ADDR) » 8)^(ADDR))
 
(STORE_HASH_SIZE-1))
 

static void
 
spec_mem_access(enum mem_cmd cmd, SS_ADDR_TYPE addr, void *p, int nbytes)
 

int index;
 
struct spec_mem_ent *ent;
 

/* return;*/
 

/* check alignments, even speculative this test should always pass */
 
if ((nbytes & (nbytes-1)) (addr & (nbytes-1)) != 0)
I= 0 11
 

/* no can do */
 
return;
 

/* check permissions */
 
if (!((addr >= ld_text_base && addr < (1d_text_base+ld_text_size)
 

&& cmd == Read)
 

11 (addr >= ld_data_base && addr < ld_stack_base)))
 

/* no can do */
 
return;
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index = HASH_ADDR(addr);
 
for (ent=store_htable[index]; ent; ent=ent->next)
 

if (ent->addr == addr)
 
break;
 

if (!ent && cmd == Write)
 

if (!bucket_free_list)
 

bucket_free_list = calloc(1, sizeof(struct spec_mem_ent));
 
if (!bucket_free_list)
 

fatal("out of virtual memory");
 

ent = bucket_free_list;
 
bucket_free_list = bucket_free_list->next;
 

}
 

switch (nbytes) {
 

case 1:
 
if (cmd == Read)
 

{
 

if (ent)
 
*((unsigned char *)p) = *((unsigned char *)(&ent->data));
 

else
 
*((unsigned char *)p) = MEM_BYTE(addr);
 

else
 
*((unsigned char *)(&ent->data)) = *((unsigned char *)p);
 

break;
 
case 2:
 

if (cmd == Read)
 

if (ent)
 
*((unsigned short *)p) = *((unsigned short *)(&ent->data));
 

else
 
*((unsigned short *)p) = MEM_HALF(addr);
 

else
 
*((unsigned short *)&ent->data) = *((unsigned short *)p);
 

break;
 
case 4:
 

if (cmd == Read)
 

if (ent)
 
*((unsigned long *)p) = *((unsigned long *)&ent->data);
 

else
 
*((unsigned long *)p) = MEM_WORD(addr);
 

else
 
*((unsigned long *)&ent->data) = *((unsigned long *)p);
 

break;
 
default:
 

panic("Cycle %.0f: large accesses not supported in mis-speculative mode",
 
(double) cycle);
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/* recover tracer state to last precise state */
 
void
 
tracer_recover(void)
 

int i;
 
struct spec_mem_ent *ent, *ent_next;
 
static void fetch_squash(void);
 

if (!spec_mode)
 
panic("Cycle %.0f: cannot recover unless in speculative mode",
 

(double) cycle);
 
spec_mode = FALSE;
 

/* reset registers back to precise state */
 
BITMAP_CLEAR_MAP(use_spec_R, R_BMAP_SZ);
 
BITMAP_CLEAR_MAP(use_spec_F, F_BMAP_SZ);
 
use_spec_HI = FALSE;
 
use_spec_LO = FALSE;
 
use_spec_FCC = FALSE;
 

/* reset memory back to precise state */
 
for (i=0; i<STORE_HASH_SIZE; i++)
 

for (ent=store_htable[i]; ent; ent=ent_next)
 

ent_next = ent->next;
 
ent->next = bucket_free_list;
 
bucket_free_list = ent;
 

}
 

/* reset PC */
 
fetch_pred_PC = fetch_regs_PC = recover_PC;
 

/* restart fetch */
 
fetch_squash();
 

static void
 
tracer_init(void)
 

int i;
 

/* initially in precise mode */
 
spec_mode = FALSE;
 
BITMAP_CLEAR_MAP(use_spec_R, R_BMAP_SZ);
 
BITMAP_CLEAR_MAP(use_spec_F, F_BMAP_SZ);
 
use_spec_HI = FALSE;
 
use_spec_LO = FALSE;
 
use_spec_FCC = FALSE;
 

/* reset memory back to precise state */
 
for (i=0; i<STORE_HASH_SIZE; i++)
 

store_htable[i] = NULL;
 

static inline void
 
ruu_link_idep(struct RUU_station *rs, int idep_num, int idep_name)
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struct CV_link head;
 
struct RS_link *link;
 

if (idep_name == NA)
 

/* no input dependence for this input slot */
 
rs->idep_ready[idep_num] = TRUE;
 
return;
 

/* locate creator of operand */
 
head = CREATE_VECTOR(idep_name);
 
if (!head.rs)
 

/* no active creator, use value available in architected reg file */
 
rs->idep_ready[idep_num] = TRUE;
 
return;
 

/* indicate value will be created sometime in the future */
 
rs->idep_ready[idep_num] = FALSE;
 

/* link onto creator's output list of dependant operand */
 
link = RSLINK_NEW(rs); link->x.opnum = idep_num;
 
link->next = head.rs->odep_list[head.odep_num];
 
head.rs->odep_list[head.odep_num] = link;
 

}
 

static inline void
 
ruu_install_odep(struct RUU_station *rs, int odep_num, int odep_name)
 

if (odep_name == NA)
 

/* no value created */
 
rs->onames[odep_num] = NA;
 
return;
 

/* record output name, used to update create vector at completion */
 
rs->onames[odep_num] = odep_name;
 

/* initialize output chain to empty list */
 
rs->odep_list[odep_num] = NULL;
 

/* indicate this operation is latest creator of ODEP_NAME */
 
SET_CREATE_VECTOR(odep_name, CVLINK_NEW(rs, odep_num));
 

/* dependence decoders */
 
#define DEP_GPR(N) (N)
 

#define DEP_CGPR(N) (SS_COMP_OP != SS_COMP_NOP ? (N) : 0)
 

#define DEP_GPR_D(N) ((N)&-1)
 
#define DEP_FPR_L(N) (((N)+32)&-1)
 
#define DEP_FPR_F(N) (((N)+32)&-1)
 
#define DEP_FPR_D(N) (((N) +32) & -l)
 

#define DEP_HI (0+32+32)
 
#define DEP_LO (1+32+32)
 
#define DEP_FCC (2+32+32)
 
#define DEP_TMP (3+32+32)
 
#define DEP_NA (0)
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/* register file accessors */
 
#define SET_NPC(EXPR) (next_PC = (EXPR)) 
#define CPC (regs_PC) 
#define SET_CPC(EXPR) (regs_PC = (EXPR)) 
#define GPR(N) (BITMAP_SET_P(use_spec_R, R_BMAP_SZ, (N)) 

? spec_regs_R[N] 
: regs_R[N]) 

#define SET_GPR(N,EXPR) (spec_mode 
? (BITMAP_SET(use_spec_R, R_BMAP_SZ, (N)), 

spec_regs_R[N] = (EXPR)) 
(regs_R[N] = (EXPR))) 

#define FPR_L(N) (BITMAP_SET_P(use_spec_F, F_BMAP_SZ, ((N)&-1)) \ 
? spec_regs_F.1[(N)] 
: regs_F.1[(N))) 

#define SET_FPR_L(N,EXPR) (spec_mode 
? (BITMAP_SET(use_spec_F,F_BMAP_SZ,((N)&-1)), \ 

spec_regs_F.1[(N)] = (EXPR)) 
: (regs_F.1[(N)] = (EXPR))) 

#define FPR_F(N) (BITMAP_SET_P(use_spec_F, F_BMAP_SZ, ((N)&-1)) \ 
? spec_regs_F.f[(N)] 
regs_F.f[(N)]) 

#define SET_FPR_F(N,EXPR) (spec_mode 
? (BITMAP_SET(use_spec_F,F_BMAP_SZ,((N)&-1)), \ 

spec_regs_F.f[(N)] = (EXPR)) 
: (regs_F.f[(N)] = (EXPR))) 

#define FPR_D(N) (BITMAP_SET_P(use_spec_F, F_BMAP_SZ, ((N)&-1)) \ 
? spec_regs_F.d[(N) » 1] 
regs_F.d[(N) » 1]) 

#define SET_FPR_D(N,EXPR) (spec_mode 
? (BITMAP_SET(use_spec_F,F_BMAP_SZ,((N)&-1)), \ 

spec_regs_F.d[(N) » 1] = (EXPR)) 
: (regs_F.d[(N) » 1] = (EXPR))) 

#define HI (use_spec_HI ? spec_regs_HI : regs_HI) 
#define SET_HI(EXPR) (spec_mode 

? (use_spec_HI=TRUE, 
spec_regs_HI = (EXPR)) 

: (regs_HI = (EXPR))) 
#define LO (use_spec_LO ? spec_regs_LO : regs_LO) 
#define SET_LO(EXPR) (spec_mode 

? (use_spec_LO=TRUE, 
spec_regs_LO = (EXPR)) 

: (regs_LO = (EXPR))) 
#define FCC (use_spec_FCC ? spec_regs_FCC : regs_FCC) 
#define SET_FCC(EXPR) (spec_mode 

? (use_spec_FCC=TRUE, 
spec_regs_FCC = (EXPR)) 

: (regs_FCC = (EXPR))) 

/* storage accessors */ 
#define READ_CACHE(DST_T, SRC_T, SRC)
 

({ SRC_T temp; num_refs++; num_loads++;
 
if (spec_mode)
 
spec_mem_access(Read, (addr = (SRC)), &temp, sizeof(SRC_T));
 

else
 
mem_access(Read, (addr = (SRC)), &temp, sizeof(SRC_T));
 

((unsigned long)((DST_T)temp)); })
 

#define READ_WORD(SRC)
 
_READ_CACHE(unsigned long, unsigned long, (SRC))
 

#define READ_UNSIGNED_HALF(SRC)
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_READ_CACHE(unsigned long, unsigned short, (SRC))
 
#define READ_SIGNED_HALF(SRC)
 
_READ_CACHE(signed long, signed short, (SRC))
 

#define READ_UNSIGNED_BYTE(SRC)
 
READ_CACHE(unsigned long, unsigned char, (SRC))
 

#define READ_SIGNED_BYTE(SRC)
 
_READ_CACHE(signed long, signed char, (SRC))
 

#define WRITE_CACHE(SRC, DST_T, DST)
 
({ DST_T temp = (DST_T)((unsigned long)(SRC));
 

num_refs++;
 
if (spec_mode)
 
spec_mem_access(Write, (addr = (DST)), &temp, sizeof(DST_T));
 

else
 
mem_access(Write, (addr = (DST)), &temp, sizeof(DST_T)); ))
 

#define WRITE_WORD(SRC, DST)
 
WRITE_CACHE((SRC), unsigned long, (DST))
 

#define WRITE_HALF(SRC, DST)
 
WRITE_CACHE((SRC), unsigned short, (DST))
 

#define WRITE_BYTE(SRC, DST)
 
WRITE_CACHE((SRC), unsigned char, (DST))
 

/* syscall interface */
 
#define SYSCALL(INST)
 

({ /* only execute system calls in non-speculative mode */
 
if (spec_mode)
 
panic("speculative syscall");
 

ss_syscall(mem_access, INST);
 
/* else, ignore the system call */ ));
 

/* non-expression inst implementations */
 
#define DEFFU(FU,DESC)
 
#define DEFINST(OP,MSK,NAME,OPFORM,RES,CLASS,01,02,I1,I2,I3,EXPR)
 
#define DEFLINK(OP,MSK,NAME,MASK,SHIFT)
 
#define CONNECT(OP)
 
#define IMPL
 
#include "ss.def"
 
#undef DEFFU
 
#undef DEFINST
 
#undef DEFLINK
 
#undef CONNECT
 
#undef IMPL
 

/* a valid address? */
 
#define VALID_ADDR(ADDR) (SS_DATA_BASE <= (ADDR) && (ADDR) <= SS_STACK_BASE)
 

unsigned long first_seq = 0;
 

static inline int
 
ruu_can_issue_rr(int inl, int in2, int in3)
 

int reg_result = TRUE;
 

/* conflict with register inputs? */
 
if ((inl != NA
 

&& (CREATE_VECTOR(inl).rs II CREATE_VECTOR_RT(inl) == cycle))
 
(in2 != NA
 

I
 I
 

&& (CREATE_VECTOR(in2).rs II CREATE_VECTOR_RT(in2) == cycle))
 

II (in3 != NA
 
&& (CREATE_VECTOR(in3).rs II CREATE_VECTOR_RT(in3) == cycle)))
 

http:CREATE_VECTOR(in3).rs
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ruu_one_non_rr_reg++;
 
reg_result = FALSE;
 

return reg_result;
 

/* ATTN: mega-kludge */
 
static inline int
 
ruu_can_issue(SS_ADDR_TYPE addr, int inl, int in2, int in3)
 
{
 

int i, index, reg_result = TRUE, mem_result = TRUE;
 

/* conflict with register inputs? */
 
if ((inl != NA
 

&& (CREATE_VECTOR(in1).rs II CREATE_VECTOR_RT(inl) == cycle))
 

I I 
(in2 != NA
 
&& (CREATE_VECTOR(in2).rs CREATE_VECTOR_RT(in2) == cycle))
 

I I 

(in3 != NA
 
&& (CREATE_VECTOR(in3).rs II CREATE_VECTOR_RT(in3) == cycle)))
 

ruu_one_non_reg++;
 
reg_result = FALSE;
 

/* store conflict? */
 
for (i=0, index=LSQ_head;
 

i < LSQ_num;
 
i++, index=(index + 1) % LSQ_size)
 

if (((SS_OP_FLAGS(LSQ[index].op) & (F_MEMIF_STORE)) == (F_MEMIF_STORE))
 
&& (/* issued in the same cycle */LSQ[index].seq >= first_seq
 

I I
 /* store to unknown address */!STORE_ADDR_READY( &LSQ[index])))
 

ruu_one_non_store++;
 
mem_result = FALSE;
 
break;
 

} 

return reg_result && mem_result;
 

/* ATTN: mega-kludge */
 
extern char *mru_udata;
 

#define DEC_BMAP_SZ BITMAP_SIZE(SS_TOTAL_REGS)
 
static BITMAP_TYPE(SS_TOTAL_REGS, decode_stage_results);
 

static struct fetch_rec
 
SS_INST_TYPE IR; /* inst register */
 
SS_ADDR_TYPE regs_PC, pred_PC; /* current PC, predicted next PC */
 

} *fetch_data;
 
static int fetch_num; * num entries in idecode queue */
 
static int fetch_tail, fetch_head; * head and tail pointer of queue */
 

static void
 
fetch_squash(void)
 

fetch_num = 0;
 
fetch_tail = fetch_head = 0;
 

http:SS_OP_FLAGS(LSQ[index].op
http:CREATE_VECTOR(in3).rs
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static void
 
fetch_init(void)
 

fetch_data =
 
(struct fetch_rec *)calloc(ruu_decode_width, sizeof(struct fetch_rec));
 

if (!fetch_data)
 
fatal("out of virtual memory");
 

fetch_squash();
 

/*dispatch*/
 
/* This function contains a quick hack of the orginal SimpleScalar to do the
 

following:
 
1) Ability to dispatch to more than 1 RUU.
 
2) Which RUU to dispatch to depends on two variables:
 

a) The current_RUU global varibable determines the which RUU to
 
dispatch to at a paticular clock cycle.
 

b) If the -P (Priority) flag is set, then all branches and
 
load/stores are dispatched to RUU[0] while all other inst
 
are issued to RUU[current_RUU] */
 

void
 
ruu_dispatch(void)
 

int count;
 
int i, j;
 

SS_INST_TYPE inst; /* actual instruction bits */
 
enum ss_opcode op; /* decoded opcode enum */
 
int outl, out2, inl, in2, in3; /* output/input register names */
 
SS_ADDR_TYPE next_PC; /* actual next PC address */
 
SS_ADDR_TYPE addr; /* effective address, if load/store*/
 
SS_ADDR_TYPE base_addr; /* base register value */
 
signed long offset; /* offset value */
 
int base_reg; /* base register number */
 
int index_reg; /* index register number */
 
struct RUU_station *rs; /* RUU station being allocated */
 
struct RUU_station *lsq; /* tandem LSQ station for ld/st's */
 
int no_ea_dep; /* no effective address dep? */
 
int n_dispatched; /* total inst dispatched */
 
int dispatch_RUU;
 
int priority_tag = FALSE;
 

BITMAP_CLEAR_MAP(decode_stage_results, BITMAP_SIZE(SS_TOTAL_REGS));
 
first_seq = inst_seq +l;
 

dispatch_RUU = current_RUU;
 

/* If the priority flag is set all branches and load store get dispatched
 
int RUU[0] at all cycles. To do this reset the global pointer
 
dispatch_RUU to zero and set the local flag priority_tag to true so that
 
the rest of the function will know*/
 

if (Priority == 1)
 

if (	 SS_OP_FLAGS( SS_OPCODE( fetch_data[fetch_head].IR)) & F_CTRL II
 
SS_OP_FLAGS( SS_OPCODE( fetch_data[fetch_head].IR)) & F_MEM)
 

dispatch_RUU = 0;
 
priority_tag = TRUE;
 

http:fetch_data[fetch_head].IR
http:fetch_data[fetch_head].IR
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for (i=0, n_dispatched=0;
 
i < ruu_decode_width
 
&& n_dispatched < ruu_issue_width
 
&& RUU_num[dispatch_RUU] < RUU_size
 
&& LSQ_num < LSQ_size
 
&& fetch_num
 
&& (ruu_include_spec 11 !spec_mode);
 
i++)
 

inst = fetch_dataffetch_head].IR;
 
regs_PC = fetch_data[fetch_head].regs_PC;
 
pred_PC = fetch_data[fetch_head].pred_PC;
 

/* decode the inst */
 
op = SS_OPCODE(inst);
 

/* compute default next_PC */
 
next_PC = regs_PC + sizeof(SS_INST_TYPE);
 

/* drain RUU for TRAPs */
 
if (SS_OP_FLAGS(op) & F_TRAP)
 

count = 0;
 
/* this is to make sure that we have drained all RUU's, this is
 

needed because we may have more then one RUU */
 
for (j=0; j<number_of_RUU; j++)
 

count = count + RUU_num[j];
 

if (count != 0)
 
break;
 

/* else, should not be in (mis-)speculative mode */
 
if (spec_mode)
 
panic("Cycle %.0f: drained and speculative", (double) cycle);
 

}
 

/* default effective address (none) */
 
addr = 0;
 

/* maintain $r0 semantics */
 
regs_R[0] = 0; spec_regs_R[0] = 0;
 

/* decode load/store details */
 
base_addr = offset = base_reg = index_reg = 0;
 
if (SS_OP_FLAGS(op) & F_MEM)
 

if (SS_OP_FLAGS(op) & F_RR)
 

if (SS_OP_FLAGS(op) & F_LOAD)
 
ruu_num_rr_loads++;
 
else
 
ruu_num_rr_stores++;
 
/* R + R */
 
if (VALID_ADDR(GPR(BS)))
 

base_reg = (BS);
 
index_reg = (RD);
 
base_addr = GPR(BS);
 
offset = GPR(RD);
 

http:fetch_dataffetch_head].IR
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else if (VALID_ADDR(GPR(RD)))
 

base_reg = (RD);
 
index_reg = (BS);
 
base_addr = GPR(RD);
 
offset = GPR(BS);
 

else
 

/* can get these for speculative accesses */
 
base_reg = 0;
 
index_reg = 0;
 
base_addr = 0;
 
offset = 0;
 

}
 

else if (SS_OP_FLAGS(op) & F_DISP)
 

/* R + C */
 
base_reg = (BS);
 
index_reg = 0;
 
base_addr = GPR(BS);
 
offset = (IMM);
 
if (SS_OP_FLAGS(op) & F_LOAD)
 

ruu_num_disp_loads++;
 
if (base_reg == 29)
 
ruu_num_sp_loads++;
 

else
 

ruu_num_disp_stores++;
 
if (base_reg == 29)
 
ruu_num_sp_stores++;
 

else if (SS_OP_FLAGS(op) & F_DIRECT)
 

if (SS_OP_FLAGS(op) & F_LOAD)
 
ruu_num_direct_loads++;
 
else
 
ruu_num_direct_stores++;
 
/* C */
 
base_reg = 28;
 
index_reg = 0;
 
base_addr = GPR(BS);
 
offset = (IMM);
 

else
 
panic("Cycle %.0f: cannot decode load/store operation",
 

(double) cycle);
 

/* more decoding and execution */
 
switch (op) {
 

/* avoid divides by zero */
 
#undef DIVO
 
#define DIVO(N) ({ if (!(N)) break; ))
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#define DEFFU(FU,DESC)
 
#define DEFINST(OP,MSK,NAME,OPFORM,RES,CLASS,01,02,I1,I2,I3,EXPR) \
 

case OP:
 
outl = DEP_##01; out2 = DEP_##02;
 
inl = DEP_##I1; in2 = DEP_##I2; in3 = DEP_##I3;
 
EXPR;
 
break;
 

#define DEFLINK(OP,MSK,NAME,MASK,SHIFT)
 
case OP:
 
/* can speculatively decode a bogus inst */
 
op = NOP;
 
outl = NA; out2 = NA;
 
inl = NA; in2 = NA; in3 = NA;
 
/* no EXPR */
 
break;
 

#define CONNECT(OP)
 
#include "ss.def"
 
#undef DEFFU
 
#undef DEFINST
 
#undef DEFLINK
 
#undef CONNECT
 

default:
 
/* can speculatively decode a bogus inst */
 
op = NOP;
 
outl = NA; out2 = NA;
 
inl = NA; in2 = NA; in3 = NA;
 
/* no EXPR */
 

/* operation sets next_PC */
 

if (ruu_perfect_prediction)
 

pred_PC = next_PC;
 

/* no effective address dep? */
 
no_ea_dep = FALSE;
 

if (/* skip NOPs */op != NOP)
 

/* for load/stores:
 
idep #0 store operand (value that is store'ed)
 
idep #1, #2 - eff addr computation inputs (addr of
 

access)
 

resulting RUU/LSQ operation pair:
 
RUU (effective address computation operation):
 

idep #0, #1 eff addr computation inputs (addr of
 
access)
 

LSQ (memory access operation):
 
idep #0 operand input (value that is stored)
 
idep #1 - eff addr computation result (from RUU op)
 

effective address computation is transfered via the reserved
 
name DEP_TMP
 

/* fill in RUU reservation station */
 
rs = &RUU[dispatch_RUU][RUU_tail[dispatch_RUU]];
 

rs->IR = inst;
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rs->op = op;
 
rs->PC = regs_PC;
 
rs->next_PC = next_PC; rs->pred_PC = pred_PC;
 
rs->in_LSQ = FALSE;
 
rs->ea_comp = FALSE;
 
rs->recover_inst = FALSE;
 
rs->spec_mode = spec_mode;
 
rs->addr = 0;
 
/* rs->tag is already set */
 
rs->seq = ++inst_seq;
 
rs->queued = rs->issued = rs->completed = FALSE;
 

/* shong */
 
rs->valid = 1;
 
rs->RUU_issue_delay = (number_of_RUU 1);
 

if (Priority == 1)
 

if (priority_tag == TRUE)
 
rs->RUU_issue_delay = 0;
 

else
 
rs->RUU_issue_delay = (number_of_RUU -2);
 

rs->RUU_station_number = dispatch_RUU;
 
rs->sequence_tag = instruction_tag;
 

/* split ld/st's into two operations: eff addr comp + mem access */
 
if (SS_OP_FLAGS(op) & F_MEM)
 

/* convert RUU operation from ld/st to an add (eff addr comp) */
 
rs->op = ADD;
 
rs->ea_comp = TRUE;
 

/* fill in LSQ reservation station */
 
lsq = &LSQ[LSQ_tail];
 

lsq->IR = inst;
 
lsq->op = op;
 
lsq->PC = regs_PC;
 
lsq->next_PC = next_PC; lsq->pred_PC = pred_PC;
 
lsq->in_LSQ = TRUE;
 

/* shong */
 
lsq->valid = 1;
 
lsq->RUU_issue_delay = (number_of_RUU 1);
 

if (Priority == 1)
 

if (priority_tag == TRUE)
 
lsq->RUU_issue_delay = 0;
 

else
 
lsq->RUU_issue_delay = (number_of_RUU -2);
 

lsq->sequence_tag = instruction_tag;
 
/* shong */
 

lsq->ea_comp = FALSE;
 
lsq->recover_inst = FALSE;
 
lsq->spec_mode = spec_mode;
 
lsq->addr = addr;
 
/* lsq->tag is already set */
 
lsq->seq = ++inst_seq;
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lsq->queued = lsq->issued = lsq->completed = FALSE;
 

/* link eff addr computation onto operand's output chains */
 
ruu_link_idep(rs, /* idep_ready[] index *10, NA);
 
ruu_link_idep(rs, /* idep_ready[] index *11, in2);
 
ruu_link_idep(rs, /* idep_ready[] index */2, in3);
 

/* install output after inputs to prevent self reference */
 
ruu_install_odep(rs, /* odep_list[] index */0, DEP_TMP);
 
ruu_install_odep(rs, /* odep_list[] index *11, NA);
 

/* link memory access onto output chain of eff addr operation */
 
ruu_link_idep(lsq,
 

/* idep_ready[] index */STORE_OP_INDEX/* 0 */,
 
inl);
 

ruu_link_idep(lsq,
 
/* idep_ready[] index */STORE_ADDR_INDEX/* 1 */,
 
no_ea_dep ? NA DEP_TMP);
:
 

ruu_link_idep(lsq, /* idep_ready[] index */2, NA);
 

/* install output after inputs to prevent self reference */
 
ruu_install_odep(lsq, /* odep_list[] index */0, outl);
 
ruu_install_odep(lsq, /* odep_list[] index *11, out2);
 

/* install operation in the RUU and LSQ */
 
n_dispatched++;
 
RUU_tail[dispatch_RUU] =
 

(RUU_tail[dispatch_RUU] + 1) % RUU_size;
 
RUU_num[dispatch_RUU]++;
 
LSQ_tail = (LSQ_tail + 1) % LSQ_size;
 
LSQ_num++;
 

if (OPERANDS_READY(rs))
 
{
 

/* eff addr computation ready, queue it on ready list */
 
readyq_enqueue(rs);
 

/* issue stores only, loads are issued by lsq_refresh() */
 
if (((SS_OP_FLAGS(op) & (F_MEMIF_STORE)) == (F_MEMIF_STORE))
 

&& OPERANDS_READY(lsq))
 

/* panic("store immediately ready"); */
 
/* put operation on ready list, ruu_issue() issue it later */
 
readyq_enqueue(lsq);
 

else /* !(SS_OP_FLAGS(op) & F_MEM) */
 

/* link onto producing operation */
 
ruu_link_idep(rs, /* idep_ready[] index *10, inl);
 
ruu_link_idep(rs, /* idep_ready[] index *11, in2);
 
ruu_link_idep(rs, /* idep_ready[] index */2, in3);
 

/* install output after inputs to prevent self reference */
 
ruu_install_odep(rs, /* odep_list[] index *10, outl);
 
ruu_install_odep(rs, /* odep_list[] index *11, out2);
 

/* install operation in the RUU */
 
n_dispatched++;
 
RUU_tail[dispatch_RUU] =
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(RUU_tail[dispatch_RUU] + 1) % RUU_size;
 
RUU_num[dispatch_RUU]++;
 

/* issue op if all its reg operands are ready (no mem input) */
 
if (OPERANDS_READY(rs))
 

/* put operation on ready list, ruu_issue() issue it later */
 
readyq_enqueue(rs);
 

/* need to put this two counters here because NOPs are not
 
placed in the RUU */
 

newest_instruction ++;
 
if (newest_instruction == (number_of_RUU * RUU_size))
 

newest_instruction = 0;
 

instruction_tag ++;
 
/* check if we need to reset counter */
 
if (instruction_tag == number_of_RUU * RUU_size)
 

instruction_tag = 0;
 

else
 
{
 

/* indicate results are being created in the decode stage */
 
if (outl)
 
BITMAP_SET(decode_stage_results, BITMAP_SIZE(SS_TOTAL_REGS), outl);
 

if (out2)
 
BITMAP_SET(decode_stage_results, BITMAP_SIZE(SS_TOTAL_REGS), out2);
 

rs = NULL;
 

if (!spec_mode)
 

/* one more non-speculative instruction executed */
 
num_insn++;
 

/* update BTB */
 
if (SS_OP_FLAGS(op) & F_CTRL)
 

num_branches++;
 

if (pred)
 
bpred_update(pred, regs_PC, next_PC,
 

/*taken?*/next_PC != (regs_PC +
 
sizeof(SS_INST_TYPE)),
 

/*correct pred? */pred_PC == next_PC);
 

/* begin mis-speculation? */
 
if (pred_PC != next_PC)
 

mis_speculation_count++;
 
recover_PC = next_PC;
 
spec_mode = TRUE;
 
rs->recover_inst = TRUE;
 

/* consume instruction */
 
fetch_head = (fetch_head +l) & (ruu_decode_width-1);
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fetch_num--;
 

/* one more instruction executed, speculative or otherwise */
 
num_total_insn++;
 

priority_tag = FALSE;
 
dispatch_RUU = current_RUU;
 
if (fetch_num && Priority == 1)
 

if (	 SS_OP_FLAGS( SS_OPCODE( fetch_data[fetch_head].IR)) & F_CTRLII
 
SS_OP_FLAGS( SS_OPCODE( fetch_data[fetch_head].IR)) & F_MEM)
 

dispatch_RUU = 0;
 
priority_tag = TRUE;
 

} 

void
 
ruu_fetch(void)
 

int i,
 
lat,
 

done = FALSE,
 
cnt = 0;
 

SS_INST_TYPE inst;
 

for (i=0;
 
(i < ruu_decode_width) /* fetch up to NUMISSUE insts */
 
&& (fetch_num < ruu_decode_width) /* fetch until idecode()
 

stage full*/
 
&& !done;
 
i++)
 

/* fetch instruction */
 
fetch_regs_PC = fetch_pred_PC;
 
if (ld_text_base <= fetch_regs_PC
 

&& fetch_regs_PC < (ld_text_base +ld_text_size)
 
&& !(fetch_regs_PC & ( sizeof(SS_INST_TYPE)-l)))
 

if (icache)
 

lat = cache_access(icache, Read, fetch_regs_PC,
 
&inst, sizeof(SS_INST_TYPE),
 
cycle, NULL, NULL);
 

if (lat != 1)
 

/* I-cache miss */
 

/* may not be the case due to squashes */
 
/* assert(lat == blk_access_latency); */
 

ruu_fetch_issue_delay += lat - 1;
 
break;
 

/* else: cache hit */
 

else
 
mem_access(Read, fetch_regs_PC, &inst, sizeof(SS_INST_TYPE));
 

http:fetch_data[fetch_head].IR
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else
 
inst = SS_NOP_INST;
 

/* have a valid inst, here */
 

/* possibly use the BTB target */
 
if (pred)
 

fetch_pred_PC = bpred_lookup(pred, fetch_regs_PC, 0);
 
if (!fetch_pred_PC)
 
fetch_pred_PC = fetch_regs_PC + sizeof(SS_INST_TYPE);
 

else
 

/* discontinuous fetch, terminate */
 
done = TRUE;
 

else
 

/* predicted not taken, continue fetching linearly */
 
fetch_pred_PC = fetch_regs_PC + sizeof(SS_INST_TYPE);
 

/* commit this instruction to the next stage */
 
fetch_data[fetch_tail].IR = inst;
 
fetch_data[fetch_tail].regs_PC = fetch_regs_PC;
 
fetch_data[fetch_tail].pred_PC = fetch_pred_PC;
 
fetch_tail = (fetch_tail + 1) & (ruu_decode_width 1);
 

fetch_num++;
 
cnt ++;
 

/* collect stat for fetch stage */
 
fetch_count = fetch_count + cnt;
 

static void
 
count_fu_stat(void)
 

int i;
 

for (i=0; i<fu_pool->num_resources; i++)
 

if (strcmp(fu_pool->resources[i].name, "integer-ALU") == 0)
 

if (fu_pool->resources[i].busy)
 
int_fu_usage ++;
 

else if (strcmp(fu_pool->resources[i].name, "int-MULT/DIV") == 0)
 

if (fu_pool->resources[i].busy)
 
int_MULT_DIV_usage ++;
 

else if (strcmp(fu_pool->resources[i].name, "memory-port") == 0)
 

if (fu_pool->resources[i].busy)
 
memory_port_usage ++;
 

else if (strcmp(fu_pool->resources[i].name, "FP-adder") == 0)
 

http:fetch_data[fetch_tail].IR
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if (fupool->resources[i].busy)
 
FP_adder_usage ++;
 

else if (strcmp(fupool- >resources[i].name, "FP-MULT/DIV") == 0)
 

if (fupool->resources[i].busy)
 
FP_MULT_DIV_usage ++;
 

)
 

else
 
panic("invalid FU");
 

static void
 
count_RUU_LSQ_usage(void)
 

int j;
 

for (j=0; j<number_of_RUU; j++)
 
RUU_usage_count = RUU_usage_count + RUU_num[j];
 

LSQ_usage_count = LSQ_usage_count + LSQ_num;
 

static int
 
ruu_refresh(void)
 

int i, j,
 

index;
 

for (j=0; j<number_of_RUU; j++)
 

if (RUU_num[j] > 0)
 

for (i=0, index=RUU_head[j]; i < RUU_num[j]; i++,
 
index=(index + 1) % RUU_size)
 

if (RUU[j][index].RUU_issue_delay > 0)
 
RUU[j][index].RUU_issue_delay --;
 

}
 

if (LSQ_num > 0)
 

for (i=0, index=LSQ_head; i < LSQ_num; i++,
 
index=(index + 1) % LSQ_size)
 

if (LSQ[index].RUU_issue_delay > 0)
 
LSQ[index].RUU_issue_delay = 0;
 

}
 

/* decode and issue instructions */
 
void
 
sim_main(void)
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/* shong */
 
int j;
 

/* shong */
 

num_insn = 0;
 
num_refs = 0;
 

if (number_of_RUU == 1 && Priority == 1)
 
fatal ("Cannot give priority if there is only one RUU");
 

/* decode all instructions */
 

SS_ADDR_TYPE addr;
 
SS_INST_TYPE inst;
 

if (OP_MAX > 255)
 
fatal("cannot do fast decoding, too many opcodes");
 

fprintf(stderr, "decoding text segment...");
 
for (addr=ld_text_base;
 

addr < (ld_text_base +ld_text_size);
 
addr += SS_INST_SIZE)
 

inst = UNCHK_MEM_ACCESS(SS_INST_TYPE, addr);
 
inst.a = (inst.a & -Oxff) (unsigned long)SS_OP_ENUM(SS_OPCODE(inst));
1
 

UNCHK_MEM_ACCESS(SS_INST_TYPE, addr) = inst;
 

fprintf(stderr, "done.\n");
 

/* initialize the simulation engine */
 
fu_pool = res_create_pool("fu-pool", fu_config, N_ELT(fu_config));
 
rslink_init(MAX_RS_LINKS);
 
tracer_init();
 
fetch_init();
 
cv_init();
 
eventq_init();
 
readyq_init();
 
ruu_init();
 
lsq_init();
 

/* set up program entry state */
 
SET_CPC(1d_prog_entry-sizeof(SS_INST_TYPE));
 
fetch_regs_PC = regs_PC;
 
fetch_pred_PC = ld_prog_entry;
 

/* currently RUU issue (from readyq_service(), ruu_writeback(), and
 
lsq_refresh() is only limited by the number of functional units */
 

for (;;)
 

/* RUU/LSQ sanity checks */
 
for (j=0; j<number_of_RUU; j++)
 

if (((RUU_head[j] + RUU_num[j]) % RUU_size) != RUU_tail[j])
 
panic("Cycle %.0f: RUU_head/RUU_tail wedged", (double) cycle);
 

/* shong */
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if ((( LSQ_head + LSQ_num) % LSQ_size) != LSQ_tail)
 
panic("Cycle %.0f: LSQ_head/LSQ_tail wedged", (double) cycle);
 

/* commit entries from RUU/LSQ to architected register file */
 
ruu_commit();
 

/* service function unit release events */
 
ruu_release_fu();
 

/* ==> may have ready queue entries carried over from previous cycles*/
 

/* service result completions, also readies dependent operations */
 
/* ==> inserts operations into ready queue --> register deps resolved*/
 
ruu_writeback();
 

/* decode and dispatch new operations */
 
/* ==> insert ops w/ no deps or all regs ready --> reg deps resolved */
 
ruu_dispatch();
 

/* try to locate memory operations that are ready to execute */
 
/* ==> inserts operations into ready queue --> memory deps resolved */
 
lsq_refresh();
 

/* issue operations ready to execute from a previous cycle */
 
/* <== drains ready queue <-- ready operations commence execution */
 
ruu_issue();
 

if (!ruu_fetch_issue_delay)
 
ruu_fetch();
 
else
 
ruu_fetch_issue_delay--;
 

count_RUU_LSQ_usage();
 
count_fu_stat();
 

/* find out which RUU to issue to next cycle */
 
current_RUU ++;
 
if(current_RUU == number_of_RUU)
 

/* Already issued to the last RUU this cycle, start from the 1st
 
RUU next cycle */
 

current_RUU = 0;
 
if (Priority == 1)
 

current_RUU = 1;
 

/* go to next cycle */
 

ruu_refresh();
 
cycle++;
 




